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PBEFACE 
There are JIIB.Dy good books written about painting -and drawing, and maD1' 
more about the tun it is to paint and draw; but "tun": is not a very good 
descript.ive tera tor the anjo;y.ra111t that one attains with the creation ot a 
painting, be it fingerpainting or oU painting. It is a thrill, a sense of 
aceomplisbunt, a tota.ll7 ditferent sensation. In creating, the artist i& 
placing hillael.f in a separate world, a world that o~ he can occuw; this is 
the world .of sensitiveness. 
But before one 118:3' enter this world of 8p0ntaneous expression, be must 
b&ve materials with which to work; materials such as experience, a knowledge 
of basic facta, and a w.illtngness to learn. With tbese materials at his 
tiDgert.ips 6 'libe artist 1a ready to create. 
I:b is the acquiring of these DBterials mentioned above in which we are 
interest eel. 
A willingness to learn mans simply a w.lllingnass to benefit from tbe 
mistakes made, for b7 tbese llistakea tru.e learning takes place. A knowledge 
of basic tundam.ent.als means just what it aqa, the learning of the "how", 
"vbat" and •1fl\r11 of painting. Once this is leamed, experience is the next; 
step6 and this coaes only b7 constant practise of the basic tundameatal.s and 
their expansions. 
In this study, the reader will see bow national.l.y famous painters create 
iD their own separate world. These painters are a different brand of men; 
they are •gazine Ulustratora; and here the reader v:Ul study the various meth-
ods and teclmiquea of cont.EIIlporar;r American magaaine illustratora. 
As he reads, the reader will see the Tarioua :methods of work -.ployed b7 
twelve illustrators, MD whose lives and interests aq be to~ different 
X 
but who have one great thing in common ••• the urge to create. The writer will 
try to give the reader the inside stor:r on the artists' creation ot their 
paint.ings, their proced.ures ot work, step b7 step. Also the Ulust.rat.or will 
reveal sQDle ot his personal teeli.Dgs concerning such thiDgs aa detail in art. 
vork, the use of photograph;y as a basis tor illustrations, et.c. 
It should be remanbered by- the reader that the art.ist' s work that is 
discussed in this stud7 was made tor reproduction, and the illustrations 
that acccapall1' this research are reproductions of tmse reproductions. There-
tore, clarit7 mq be sacrificed in order to giYe the reader an illustrative 
example ("one picture is worth on thousand words">~ 
.lt the end ot this st~, there 1dll be found a tabulation ot question-
Did.:res that wve act to twent7-eight illustrators with the result ot twent7-
two returns. Here will be found such in.tormation. as the artist's preterace 
as to medium., brushes, story- -.terial, etc. Also, in this part will be tound. 
the magazille that the illustrators recognize as being the most receptive to 
yollllg ideas, illustrator-art director relations, and the like. This iDtorma-
tion can be invaluab1e to the art; student or the yoUDg illustrator. 
Atter consid.erable searching and examining in the library ot tba Boston 
Universi.t;r School ot Education, the writer tound that 81J7 material devoted. to 
aagaziDe illustration or the art,ists thaaselves was and is completeq lacking. 
· Th18 situation, along with the writer's growing interest iD JU.gazine Ulutra-
tion and illustrators, prompt;ed tbi8 study. 
The relate<l reaearcrwas Ter'T vague and inadeq1.1&tely handled. 
Tbe eovcea ot data and. gceral. intol'll&tion neecled. tor this stuq have 
cc:ae tor the :most part troa the writer' • own knowledge ot the work o! the ~ 
various illustrators and their working procedures. other research material 
includes books, magazines, quatiormairee, booklets, t.Ums, .to. Some ot the 
magasines that were used as reterence are the Amer:lcaa Artist, Art R8V8, 
Design, the saturday Everdng Post, Coamopolitan, Ladies Hoae Journal, and 
others. S 0118 ot the pictorial •teriala were photostated froa the reproduc-
tions in the various magazines. The titles and authors and publiahers of all 
boob, aagasinea, ma.guine articles, and other reference Eterial will be 
fOUDd cCIIpl.et.e in the bibl.iograpb,y at the end of the at~. 
The lll'iter' s procedure ot work regard:l.ng the questionnaires and 1et.ters 
that were set to the twenty-eight Uluatrators 1dll be foUDd at the beginning 
of Part n. Here also will be found the reeulta of the tabulations o! the 
returned queatioDDairea and the virter1a implications ot the conclueions. 
1. Haggett, B. R. az:ad Owen, w. E., ! Jtud,y ,2! Jfod.em Techniques l!! 
Prteparin& A!1 ~. l2.£ Rf1£0ciuction ! . Slide Seriet, 1954. . . . . . 
Allc, R. G., ! Stud.l .2-' Supl!'!'ision .2t An Education in Mastacbu.-
s.t ts, 1929. 
BrodJ', B. s. , SUrTv g! the Research ~ 211 An &meng Schizophrenic 
Children, 19Sl. 
Cefalo, H. ' !!!. uy 11 sation AWl Eyal.uation ~ a Qb;lecti V! Scale fO£ 
Rating Aebiweaent !!! SeooDd Grade !£i, 1954.' 
CHAPl'ER I 
MEAD SCHAEFFER 
artist distilled onl.y six or seven covers in his careful, methodical. way. 
It is one of these Post covers, inspired by this trip, on which this 
discussion of the artist •s method of work is based. 
The "Silver Dollar" cover, as Schaeffer calls it 1 is typical. of his 
present mann En" of working. His work is considered to be vigorous 1 dramatic 
and character tull; this painting is full of his favorite characters, muddy, 
sweating, tolling he-men; Schaeffer states that his present aim is to have 
each painting a complete thing in itself', telling its main story so clearly 
and directly that it can be read at a glance without titles or captions. 
Once the basic idea has been established-one which records some nor-
mal human activity-schaeffer goes directly to the scene of that activity. 
Authenticity is the keynote ot Saturday Evening Post coYer artist, 
Mead Schaeffer. He believes in going directly to the source far most of 
2 
his information. While wrking on a · series of paintings of men in the armed 
forces, he worked right with the aen that he was to portray, flying in 
planes, riding in tanks and spending days in a subnarine bet ore he began 
each painting and then world.ng directly fran the servicemen models that 
were sent to his studio. 
In the course of a three-week Western trip with the No:nnan Rockwells 
and Mrs. Schaeffer, our artist covered. about S,OCX> miles and made hundreds 
of sketches of mines, ranches, deserts and cowboys using a variety of media. 
All the while her husband was busily sketching, Mrs. Schaeffer was taking 
scores of photographs tor him. Yet from all this excellent material, the 
artist distilled only six or seven covers in hi.s caretul., methodiea.l. way. 
It is one of these Post covers, inspired by this trip, on which this 
discussion of the artist Is method of work is based. 
The "Silver Dollar" cover, as Schaeffer calls it 1 is typical of his 
present manner of working. His work is considered to be vigorous, dramatic 
and character tull; this painting is full of his favorite characters, muddy, 
sweating, toiling he-men; Schaeffer states that his present aim is to have 
each painting a complete thing in itself' 1 telling its main story so clearly 
and directly that it can be read at a glance without titles or captions. 
Once the basic idea bas been established-one which records some nor-
mal human activity-schaeffer goes directly to the scene of that activity. 
In his own words, "If you haven1t seen it, you haven 1t felt it, so obviously 
you can 1 t paint it convincingly" •1 
1. Guptill, A. L., "Mead Schaeffer Paints a Post Cover", American 
Artist, 12-15, December, 1945. 
For example, if a lobsterman baiting his pots is to be painted, the 
artist will go to the Maine coast to talk to the lobsterman, observing, 
sketching, questioning, experiencing the thing tor himselt. The newer the 
locale, the more thorough and intensive his research. 
Only when he ha.s acquainted himself 'Ki.th his subject matter, does the 
artist get down w the actual 'developaent ot his idea. Then his first step 
is to do in oUs a rather quick color sketch that w.i.ll give him an intended 
impression of the completed cover. It is at the actual Post trim size, 
10 5/8" by 1.3 5/8". In arranging this study, be must keep in mind a nunber 
of things, incluiing the ultimate placing of the panel. containing the word 
"Post"; on his sketch, he somet:i:mes pastes this panel in the upper left 
hand corner, as it is clipped from some previous cover ••• a quick aid in 
visualizing the final etfect. Because of the location of this panel, at 
the upper left, a higher picture area frequently exists at the right#. 
With the color study caD.pleted., Schaeffer's next step (overlooking 
certain intermediate experimmtal studies) is to lay out his subject with 
utmost care on architects' detail paper, heaVY" in w.eight, warm in tone, and 
large in size ••• usually about the size of his finished painting, .34" by 4.3" • 
.He does this in charcoal, partly in line, partly in tone, feeling tree to 
add, subtract, or/and alter as the composition takes shape. Schaeffer uses 
both photographs and models when he feels the need for than. 
Much of the success of the finished cover depends on the care given 
this large clE.rcOal study, shom in Figure 1. The artist lllUst be careful 
not to over emphasize the lesser details. so that the canvas as a whole 
loses its "wallop". However, even the slightest detail must be sufficiently 
accurate and caaplete to satisfy every type of critic. 
--
4 
In Figure 1, the reader may notice how, working down from the top, the 
various operations of gold mining are 'i:leing successiveq covered, yet each 
plays just the right part in the overall composition. The reader sbould 
also note the caretul rendering that is being applied to the drawing. 
Figure 1 
cm.rcoal Study 
The m-an interest bits were developed at this time; were the reader 
interested, he might see the old. prospector (with his mule), just arriving 
in town for supplies and a bit of pleasure ••• the stirruped and booted 
sheri.tf' (probably the part owner of' the "Silver Dollar") is also there in 
the composition. Figure 2, a detail of the. finished painting, shows this 
human interest more clearly than the chareoa.l stu.dy. 
Figure 2 
Detail of the Finished Cover 
5 
When this cmrcoa.l study (Figure 1) is finished and sprayed with a 
fixative, the third step is to transfer it to the final, ready-primed, 
linen canvas of the same size, preparatory to the painting. This is done 
by projecting an image of a photograph of the study onto the canvas where 
it is relined with pencil, Figure 3. This line drawing will now serve as 
a guide for the actual brushwork. 
6 
F1gure3 
.Z ! · ., 
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The Pencil Draw.i.ng on Canvas 
With this line work done, experimental color studies usua.l.ly' follow. 
Mrs. Schaeffer photographs tb9 line drawing and prints a mDRber of enlarg&-
aents on a mat-finished paper, at Post size. Working in oils, Schaeffer now 
colors one atter another until a satisfactory color scheme is obtained. This 
color study on the mat-finished paper is sb:>wn in Figure 4. 
MOBY DICK, T!PEE, a.Ud OMOO, Victor Hugo's LES-MI~;-.uexanaer uuuu:s.D·-
THE OOUNT OF MONTE CRISTO, and many other volU111es. 
Figure 4 
Color study 
Now to the final . C&ll'f'aa where a thin \D'lder-painting in oils is 
accomplished of tm .desired hue(s). Schaeffer prefers a tone of the same 
value and color as wrapping paper; this he mixes using raw sienna and raw 
umber. Sometimes, the artist resorts to colored inks for the preHnrinary 
toning. 
7 
On occasions when it is desirable to seal it permanently, a coat of 
shellac or two coats of ethera.l varnish are brushed onto the canvas. This 
shellac or varnish coating has the advantage that if the following work is 
unsatisfactory to the artist, it can be wiped awa:r with turpentine while 
still fresh, leaving the under-painting ready for a new start.. 
In his painting, Schaeffer first adds his light.s, next. his darks, and 
finally, the finishing touches. Figure 5 shon the canvas with the upper 
halt well ad'Allced.. 
:interest of the composition, the street scene. 
Painting in Progress 
Schaeffer's final step is the applying of the last. coat of shellac 
or varnish; the painting should be completely dry before any shellac or 
varnish is put on the canvas. In some cases, a. painting will take as 
long as six months to dry, and in othar cases it w.ill dry in a. matter of 
days; this is dependent on the amount of turpentine used in the painting 
process itself. 
8 
In Figure 6, the reader will see the finished painting as it appeared 
on the cover of the Saturday Evening Post. Notice the brilliant contrast 
the reproduction maintains even in a. black and white copy. The shapes of 
the buildings are simple enough so they do not detract from the main 
interest of the composition, the street scene. 
9 
Regarding the colors that Schaeffer uses, a pair of controlled palettes 
serve the purpose. For warm paintings, he uses burnt sienna and colbalt 
blue, mixed freely according to the subject. For cold paintings, he employe 
two other colore, aa.rs violet. and Payne's gray. Where light permeates, 
yellow ochre is his favorite color; other colore are on land it needed. 
Ae to brushes, he works with both sable and bristles, depending largel-7 
on the size and texture of his canvas. 
This chapter has discussed the methods and tecm.iques employed by 
Mead Schaeffer in painting a typical Post cover. To SUI!ID&rize, the reader 
is reminded of the following steps: 
Step One 
Step Two 
step T:tree 
Step Four 
Step Five 
Step Six 
A quick color study" in oils. 
Layout idea on architects• detail paper. 
Transfer the charcoal study to the canvas by means of 
a projector ••• in pencil. 
Color the prints made of the line drawing: obtained in 
Step Three ••• in oils. 
The under-painting begins on the final canvas using the 
pencil drawing as a guide and the colored prints as 
reference ••• build up the painting by putting in the 
lights first and working toward the dark tones and 
shadows. 
Final coat of shellac or ethereal varnish whm the 
painting is completely dey. 
From this study" and t:M illustrations accanpanyi.ng it 1 the reader should 
be able to understand the sound craftaanship that is Mead Schaeffer, artist. 
He ie not o~ a crattSIIUUl but a superb draftsman as well, and a caretul 
teclmician. His work bas appeared in nearly eYeey popular magazine on the 
news stands today. He bas also illustrated. such books as Herman Melvi.l.l.a•• 
MOB! DICK, TYPEE, and OMOO, Victor Hugo's I..ES MISERABIJ!'S, Alexander Dumas' 
THE OOUNT OF MONTE CRISTO, and many other volaes. 
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Figure 6 
The Completed Painting 
CHAPTER II 
PETER HELCK 
• . - - - --- ----- ·--··- -• ...... ~,..gv~-~- ~~-_,~ 
from start to finish by Pet.er Helck. It is a painting that Helck did tor 
the General Electric calendar. 
To begin with, the artist made tw pencil sketches on tracing paper 
about 7i" b7 9i" (Figures 7 and 8), and sent them to the General Electric 
art director, Mr. Walter Reagles, along with a descripl;ion ot the dramatic 
tone and color possibilities ot each. 
1. Watson, E. W., Forty Illustrators .!!E Ji2:! I!!!z ~" P• 167. 
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While Peter Helck is especially well known tor his locomotives, auto-
mobiles, and industrial scenes, his great versatility saves him from being 
pigeonholed. 
He is one of the tw illustrators who rate in both the illustration 
and tine arts fields; he manages, someb>w, to find the time to paint and 
exhibit in ma.ny of the national watercolor ahowa. 
Helck 1 s particular strength, however, is in the industrial scene or 
theme; railroads, automobiles, tractors, trucks and other industrial and 
farm activities he authentical.ly paints expressing the dramatic power and 
romantic appeal. these things hold for him. 
The artist believes that the function of an illustration is to 
illustrate. That applies to ever;y detail in the painting, whether it be 
a period costume or a bolt-head on a locomotive. "Cultivate a policy of 
knowing tb>roughly as much about the subject you are to illustrate as 
possibleJ., this i~ the artist 1 s philosophy regarding authenticity in 
illustration. 
In this chapter, we will be concerned with an industrial painting 
from start to finish by Peter Hel.ck. It is a painting that Helck did tor 
the General Electric calendar. 
To begin with, the artist made two pencil sketches on tracing paper 
about 7~" by 9~" (Figures 7 and 8), and sent them to the General Electric 
art director, Mr. Walter Reagles, along with a description of the dramatic 
tone and color possibilities of each. 
1. Watson, E. W., Forty Illustrators ,!!!S ~ I!!!z !!2£!, P• 167. 
Figure 7 
One ot the two skfrl#ches sent 
to General FJ.ectric 
Figure 8 
This is the ak.tch that the 
Gensral Electric art direc-
tor O.K.ed. 
drawings; these notes refer, tor the most pLrt to color. 
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Mr. Reagles approved the sketch shown in Figure 8~ and upon its return 
Helok began his slow, deliberate process that will terminate in the creation 
of another painting. 
After getting the "go ahead" sign from General Electric~ Helck started 
making photostats of the approved sketch, same size~ and on these, he played 
around with a soft pencil and stumps for a dramatic use of tone {Figure 9). 
Figure 9 
The Tonal Sketch 
Helck arranged to visit the Republic Steel Plant in Cleveland where 
he filled his sketch book with drawings and code notes. Some of the sketches 
that he made during this field trip are shown in Figure 10. It is interest-
ing to see the oode notes th@.t are written in the margins on some of the 
drawings; these notes refer, for the most Jart to color. 
Figure 10 
These are some ot the sketches Helek made 
on his trip to the Republic Steel Plant. 
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Once again in his studio, the approved aketch was photostated and 
enlarged to finished working size, 25" by 32". Over this he taped tracing 
paper, then drew and redrew with pencil, adapting the notes made in his 
sketch book to fit the prescribed ~ttern. 
This drawing was then tranaterred to . a .30" by 40" piece of illustra-
tion board, reinforced here and there with pencil, bordered with tape and 
finally sprayed with fixative. 
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It is usua.l.ly the artist 1 s practice to render the penciled transfers 
in ink line before proceeding td.th tone and color, so with the drawing up-
right on his easel (Helok stands at his work), he starts the pen and ink 
stage. The quality of his pen line varies in accordance with the character 
of the object being rendered. Consequently, he has a great assortment of 
pens. 
When all the pencil lines have had their ink: rendering, the next. step 
is the application of the pure blacks in those areas that carry the solid, 
or nearly solid, shadows. In Figure 11, these com}!lrise the cast shadows of 
the diagonal 11dowoomers", the metal cars in the lett foreground, and the 
cavities and recesses of the .turnaoe shed. When this inking is completed, 
the artist is ready for his next step, that of the diluted black ink washes 
of gra;y. 
Figure 11 
The Ink Rendering 
Helck uses a large, flat 5/8 sable brush, dipped into a pool of the 
ink wash, to indicate all the positive shadow tones. Places deuanding 
cylindrical form were modeled with semi-dry brushes when the previously- . 
applied wash- were sufficiently dry. A fev smoke and sky tones were 
lightly washed :in_'lo relate the towering structure to its background. 
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From this point on, the artist is concerned with color. The reader 
will be continuously asked to refer to Figure 12 which appears at the end 
of this chapter. 
Blast furnaces and their environments, like other functional objects, 
obtain their coloration f'rom the character of their constant anployment 
plus the action of time and weather. Thus, furnaces after a period assume 
the color of' the ruddy ingredient which is endlessly f'ed them. Take this 
ruddy color and hit it with sunlight and the ef'fect is a dazzling range of' 
colors, best achieved by orange, indian red and burnt sienna plus a cooling 
hint of mars violet. 
Helck uses opaque watercolors as a medium. In starting, he mixes a 
fiood of the orange, indian red and burnt sierma mentioned above. On the 
same palette are such related colors as alizarin madder, cadmium deep yel-
low, yellow ochre and burnt umber, and a bit of permanent green f'or cooling 
purposes. As in the application of the ink washes, th:i,s pool o:r color is 
f'reely applied and thi.n.ly applied to be definitely transparent. The artist 
takes no pains in restricting color within its boundaries 1 but rather he 
lets it flow :whe.revC" it wishes. 
Once this first color application is dry, Helck refers to his notes 
and color sketches that he Jllf.de on location, and then mixes up the right 
color and proceeds to wash in the area for which that color is intended. 
He began this second bolor application with the corrugated shed roof' 
(see Figure 12). 
Then came the shed facade, the big triangular pattern in deep shadow. 
This was to serve as one of those important neutral areas wherein low-keyed 
'W3.!'1ls and cools are played against each other. This was painted in first 
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with a wash of burnt umber plus indian red, then when this was dry, with 
a wash of Payne's gray plus ultramarine blue. The washes were applied in 
succession with a big, flat sable brush and a few sma.ller ones . Now the 
shed facade took its place with the other tinted areas and also provided 
the first aspect of contrast by the relation of · sunlight and shadow. 
The painting was now at the point where the still uncovered whiLe 
sections of the surface became disturbing. So the artist set right to 
work to remedy that situation. First, he covered the area of hard-packed 
earth, cinders and gravel in tffi center foreground. Then in the lower 
center again, a positive, warm color for the hopper car seemed right to 
compliment the cool neutrality of the shed facade. In the ex:t.reu.e right, 
to the other hopper car, went more neutrals, greenish umber with raw sienna. 
Now the procedure was more or less instinctive; the application of each 
mass of color suggests the one to follow. The only large mass that rauained 
uncovered was ·the sky. It seemed desirable to suggest warmth in this sky 
tone with a gradual cooling off toward the right of the picture area. It 
is important to remember that a tew ink washefi have already defined some 
smoke and cloud patterns. With a clean palette and clean water at hand, 
the artist lays out colors to match his conception of the sky tones which 
were suggested in the ink washes. These colors were cadmium yellow pale, 
Payne's gray, ultramarine blue, raw umber, and white and ivory black. 
Helck made mi.xt.ures of these colors in two pools, one warm and the other 
cooler and deeper. The use of the white in each gave the paint more body" 
and less transparency than all previous colorations. 
Dipping a good sized chunk of rubber sponge in the darker pool of 
color, the artist begins scrubbing in the color at the le.tt. top. Then he 
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dips into the light pool and fuses the first sponging with the second, and 
permits the sponge to create directional flow by varying his finger pres-
sure. Next the artist uses a i" bristle brush loaded with grayed white 
and with a fleck of cadmium yellow pale and scrubs this into the lower 
areas of the still moist sponged surfaces stopping sharply at the rim of 
the first metal car and the upright; cylinder behind it {the reader is 
referred to Figure 12). Now all the sky area is covered to the left of 
the f'urnace. 
The sponging continues, only this time at the right top, using the 
darker p()ol of color with a little more gray and ultramarine blue. Now 
the entire sky is painted, but painted thinly. The covering up ot th• 
remaining white areas is to follow. 
First, to boost one's moral, a fresh border of white tape is afforded 
over the old one which by now is spoiled. Now most ot the russet hues are 
used-colors like bumt sienna, burnt lDber, indian red (also alizarin, 
raw sienna, and ivory black). All these colors are stacked in heaping 
masses on the palette and. a No. 5 or No. 6 sable brush is used. 
Helck mixes as he proceeds in the painting. First, he tackles the 
metal car at the left. He brushes in his deepest mixtures, blending them 
in places with the original ink washes; he becanes quite reckless in intro-
ducing fragment. s of pure color like scarlets and complimentary greens ••• 
this helps keep his color and the painting as a whole alive. 
Gradual.ly, most of his pen work is surpl.a.nted by pigment, and struc-
tural objects evolve by subtle variations of color. The interestin~ 
shaped car at the extrane lower lett is covered with ruddy browns and 
siennas adding a flip of pallid green to the upper surfaces. The car 
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begins to take on weight and bulk with rich tonal color. Once again the 
solving of one area offers the solution of the next. Thus, the other four 
cars follow with sufficient deviation in color and tone to avoid monotony 
and to give the feeling of three dimensions. 
The same process is follewed with the smal.ler parts of the composi-
tion:; the stoves were next, then the distant metal cars, the wall behind 
them, the Diesel (washed in with cadmium yellow tEIIlpered with whitish gray), 
and final.ly, the "lead-in" tracks and guard rails. 
Next Helck puts his attention to the big furnace. Thus far, all of 
his impasto coloring of this form had been confined to those areas in the 
sunlight; and all of the other parte were remnants of the ink wash stage. 
The artist paints the pure black shadow of the "downeomers" with varigated 
blues, greens and crimsons. In the deep recesses of the underdeck, he 
places minute particles of.reflected light, deep umbers and siennas. 
Final.1y, the ink washes defining the shaded contours of the furnace were 
painted over with greenish brown compJ1-.ntaries, merging to near blacks 
at the extreme right edge. This . edge is treated with a faded blue-green 
reflection. 
The cast shadows. at the bottom lett were edged with blue, green and 
scarlet and their sheer dark patterns warmed with deep umbers where they 
met the general tonal mass of the silhouetted metal cars. 
Now the sky' needs a little retouching here and there, so Helck begins 
sweeping in more pigment slightl1' intensified; this is continued until it 
suits the artist. 
Following this over-painting, Helck ~c·entrates on fixing up other 
disturbing areas in the composition. First, the shed rood if' muted, next 
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next the light plume of soke is changed to a dark silhouette affair, then 
the sweeping diagonals of the furnace pipee and the sheEi action were tended 
to; all the picture elements now seEill to be decently related. 
The painting is then put as~de for a period at forty-eight hours to 
permit a fresh return and relaxed vieion to aid in the spontaneous comple-
tion of the painting. 
Upon returning to the picture, several shortcomings were noted. To 
re-relate the assembly of a structure in an abnosphere of unity with its 
eurroundings, the artist introduces two entirely new and logical factors. 
These are the buildings and the stacks at the left, and the b.ig travelling 
crane at the right. This inclusion helped the composition considerably. 
These elements may be seen if the reader will compare the original sketch 
in Figure 9 to the finished painting in Figure 12. 
Now the artist works with a emal.l brush in the final day~; he spends 
his time reinforcing accents, rounding a few forms-, developing textures, 
and both finding and losing edges. 
To brietly 8\DIIIDB.rize Peter Helck•s method of wrk, the writer offers 
the following outline: 
Step 6ne Sends in rough sketches and color not ee to the art 
director. 
Step Two Photostats the returned sketch that was O.K. ed and works 
with a soft pencil for tonal effects. 
Step Three Photostats the pencilled sketch and enlargee it to work-
ing size. 
Step Four Transfers drawing to illustration board. 
Step Five Renders drawing in ink line. 
Step Six Goes over this drawing with ink washes. 
step Seven Begins applying color in transparent washes covering the 
white areas. 
step Eight 
Step Nine 
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Applies heavier piglllct and actually begins to paint. 
Models and re-IIOdels those parts o! the PJ.inting that 
need. it. 
In this chapter on the aethode ot 1110rk that · Peter Helck anplo7B, there 
are many lesaons tor the J'OUDg illustrator. There is one thing mentioned 
in the first part ot the ·chapter that was bro1.1ght out in the :rrevioue one 
on Mead Scb&e.f!e.r and it is to be eapbaais.ed in the .following chapters ••• 
tbis writer thinks it worth pointing out again. It is the riclmess ot back-
ground and the passionate interests that are eventual.l.y expressed in the 
artist's work, in the case ot Helck, it ia his love ot aut<BOblles, rail-
roads and industrial activities. "He not oDly loves these things but he 
experieacea th•. Thus, he has soaetbi.ng special to contribute to editors ••• 
His work has been tar mare creative than that o! the artist wbo, lacld.Dg 
personal passions and experiences, Jmat merel3' wait to be told what to do."2 
2. ~., p. 169. 
'Figure 12 
· This is the finished painting that appeared 
in color on a General Electric calendar. 
2.3 
CHAPTER III 
AL P.ARKER 
Al Parker is one at the most brilliant stars in the gal.ax;y of modern 
illustrators, and be is an illustrator who real.l.y' deserves his success. He 
is one ot a very maa.ll and elect compall1'-th0se who are applauded by both 
the huge -.gasine public and their fellow artists. 
Moat of Parker's fellow illustrators admire and respect his wrk, and 
with little wonder, tor he is ot the old school of magazine illustrators. 
He attributes a great deal at importance to direct painting trcm the model 
rather than f1'Q111 photographs. "Pbotograpb1' is a useful tool," he admits, 
"it one does not rel:T on it too much. Dependence on the CUlera is pe.rtq 
the reason tor similarity in much contemporary illustration. I use photo-
grapey- tor some d.t.ails but not as a basis tor a complete picture. I think 
that painting from flesh and bl:ood models freshens one's viewpoint; it alao 
otters greater scope tor character expression.nl 
Perhaps another reason tor Parker's preference for direct painting is 
his warm, personal interest in people. This · my also acco\Uit, for his passion-
ate stud;y.lng or a stor;y1 s characters. To help acquire the rapport desired, 
he gives his manuscripts an unusual amount or studl'. Becauae or his keen 
cha.racter portrqal, the artist bas had JII8D1" a kind. wrd from the authors 
whose stories he bas illwrtratec:l. 
Al Parker will probabl.J' escape the fate ot ~ illustrators who have 
first beec.ae the beneficiaries and then the victims ot a vogue. He bas 
grown with the 78ars, and ba bas Ja8D1' new things to sq. ~W&7S the experi-
menter, be bas neTer identified himself with 8Zl'1' one •thod or working. He 
has iDV'ented new wa,-. tor his ~tures to greet the eye, tull ot pleasant 
excit•ent and perennial tresbness; bis designs and page layouts sean to be 
1. Baker, Douglas, •.u Parker", .Aaerican Artist 25-31, Sept.-mer, 1946. 
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inexhaustible. He utilizes allld.nds ot pa.ttems, shapes and textures. He 
insures variety in his work b;y checking back aweral. :1110nths in magazines to 
see it he bas bean doing too ~of one type ot illustration, such as 
interiors, moonlight scenes, profile views, etc. He realizes tbat travelliDg 
in the same technical rut ms been the uodoing ot JII8D1' once prominent illus-
trators. 
In the following pages, we will see the artist's unusual. Mthod ot 
painting an illustration direct trom lite with little or no Tisualization 
ot the oompleted pict.ure. This illustration appeared in the August, 1946 
Ladiea' Home Journal; it was reproduced in the magazine in tull color. 
Parker begins hi.a illustration b7 reading and re-reading the manuscript;; 
he studies the cbl.racter, or characters, he is to illustrate, tries to feel 
their personality, tries to ~e the sit'U&tion in terms of the reading 
p1bl.ic. At first, be concentrates on the girl in the stor,y and by making 
sn-eral th•bDail sketches, be 1a able to visual.ize her on paper. In 
Figure 13, the artist is adjusting the model's costume. The dress that she 
is wearing is an on-th~spot creation composed of an old halter, sequin belt, 
and other odds and end.a. The IIOd.el ws a friend and neighbor ot Parker. 
Figure l3 
An On-Th...Spot Creation. 
Parker only' uses the model as reference tor the pose and costume ••• he 
does not tey to get a likeness of the girl, as he will want to experiment 
an4 tit the personality ot the .ciel. to the persoD&lity of the girl in the 
story. 
Figure 14 shows the model posed and the painting begUn, with a sketch. 
The art.ist does not use a transferred drawing as Peter Helck does, rather 
he draws direct;J,y on the illustration board with a No. 1 or No. 2 sable 
brush, using a neutralized burnt 'Iaber. This practice calls tor expert 
dratt.sanship, tor any mistakes JllUSt later be taken out with retouch wbite 
and this takes a good deal ot time. The neutralized burnt laber acts as a 
basic tone and will help to tie the composition together later. It should 
be noted in Figure 14 that Parker has not indicated &D:T other el•ent than 
the girl. 
In Figure 151 the reader can see bow simply the dress has been painted; 
Parker has only' put a dark wash over the figure leaving it in silhouette form. 
Figure 14 
Drawing with Brush 
The painting progresses by the addition ·of color masses that are boldl.y 
and .freely applied. The artist puts a color wash over the face, arma and 
neck being careful not to overstep the limits set b.T the preliminary brush 
drawing. Parker has no set formula tor fiesh color ••• he says that he mixes 
his tone to suit each particular boy' or girl. 
Nm the shadows appear in the flesh tones and the modeling of the 
features begins. Parker keeps Ule entire painting of the girl marlng along; 
he works all over the picture, not finishing one detail before another. This 
is almost a necessity, as Parker works fairly wet 1 and he must wait for a 
tone to dry (or nearly dry) betore he can add a darker tone on top of it. It 
be didn't d.o tbi.s., be would end. up with a ~-looking color that would not 
be suitable tor anything, let alone tor reproduction. 
In Figure 151 the reader can see bow simply the dress bas been painted; 
Parker has only put a dark wash over the figure leaving it in sUoouette form.. 
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The real darks and the details are to be added later. Also in the figure., 
notice the large., convenient porcelain topped table., used as a palette., and 
the aver aized bowl., used tor water. 
Figure 15 
Tbe Painting, Well Umer Wq 
As illustrated in Figure 16, arq unwanted lines or rough edge• may be 
blocked out with the use of white tempera paint. Here the art.ist is relining 
his painting by painting over tbose unwanted areas; at this atage., the 
illustration of the girl is nearly tinished. It actua.lly took Parker tive 
hours of painting directly trom the model to finish the girl's figure. 
Figure J.6 
Refilling the Painti.Dg 
Once the paintiDg ot the girl is COIIlpleted, Parker places a sheet ot 
tracing paper over it. On tbi.a paper, he traces the girl's figure rougbJ.7, 
and v:i.th his peacU dwel.opa the rest ot the campoaition, tbe boy and. the 
gallq proot prop. This ia Parker's first really complete viauali.zation ot 
the picture (Figure 17). All that preceded it was an abstract line inclica-
tion that would be unintel J 1 gible to aDl'OM other than the artist,. 
Compositional Studl' 
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Fipre 17 
The Tracin& O'l'erlq 
The basic lines of the compl.t.ed design Ol'l tracing paper {Figure 1.8) 
are tinall7 transferred to the illustration board in proper relation to the 
gl.rl'a figure. 
Figure 18 
CGmpo•itional StudT 
The Bo7 • a Figure is Acid.ed. 
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The artist now proceeds to paint in the boy's figure using the same 
painting method that be aaployed with the girl' a; tirst be applies a light 
wash over neah areas and grad~ buUds up shadows and darket" tones, then 
he DOdels the features and puts in some details, and finally retines the 
painting by blocking out the umranted areas with retouch white. Figure 19 
shows the painting of the boy well under way. The artist paints with more 
caution from here on as his picture nears completion. 
Figure 19 
The Boy"'s Figure is Added 
.3.3 
In Figure 20, the reader can see the ccapleted Ulustrs.tion. Parker '• 
hand., on the right, holds a d1.11111J7 sheet of paper wbere he hopes the art 
director will strip-~ tbe title lines. It is interesi;iDg to note the 
arresting angle formed. by the position of the girl 1 s &1"118 and costume in 
contrast to those of the gallq sheet and. the horizontal row of d.osks. 
Also notice the veey siDdlar tonal value ot the girl 1 s ri&ht glove and. the 
boy's pant leg; the c011trast here is pract.ical.l.y riu. Ordinarily this would. 
be bad. practice, but here it helps tie in the boy's figure iB the background 
with the girl's figure in the foreground. 
Figure 20 
The Finished Illutration 
design and line drawing. They have neither his ingratiating skill as a 
dratt.SDI&D nor his in&:maustible entbusia1111 tor tindi.Dg a tresh solut.ion, 
As . this writer stated in the earlier part ot this chapl;er, Al Parker 
- · 
will never traTel in a technical rut. He has grova with the years, and. he 
will al.WBTS ba.Te new things to say. He will always be looking tor new metbod.s, 
new ideas, new designs., new characters. Parker tans all over the country w1l.l 
torfl'ler have a new thrill in store tor th• 111'81 they pick up a magasine and 
find. in it a new, totally different ll Parker Ulustration. 
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The Parker illustration as it finally appeared in the August., 1946 
issue of the Ladies• Home Journal is shown in Figure 21. Observe that the 
art director md a different idea about the handling of the title lines in 
the panel on the right.. It is this writer's opinion that the art director's 
idea was better than Parker 1 s because the slant of the panel iD Parker's 
layout (Figure 20) leads the eye out ot the picture. 
Figure 21. 
Reproduction of tbe Illustration 
To review Parker's aethod of painting, the reader sbollld be concerned 
with tive major steps: 
Step One 
step Two 
step Three 
step Four 
Step FiTe 
Drawing on illustration board directl.7 with a brush 
using a neutralized burnt umber. 
Applying masses of color over flesh (and other) areas. 
Gradually building up sbadon and darker tones. 
Modeling features and pUtting in the details. 
Refining the painting by blocking out the unwanted areas 
with white t•pera paint (retouch white). 
CHAPTER IV 
AUSTIN BBIGGS 
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In the case ot this illutration, Parker used a tracing sheet laid over 
the finished girl's tigure to complete the planning of the composition; this 
is not alwqs the practice of the artist. 
A1 Parker is beat known tor his illustrations and covers tor women• s 
magazines, in which field he approaches artistic ~reeminence. Far from 
being typed as a "prett;y picture" artist, howeYer1 he bas clone a score ot 
illustrations tor the Saturda;y EYeing Post, Collier's and the more popular 
male publications. All of this indicates the wide range of his sld.11. His 
illustrations reveal an ability to cope with situations that are unusual, 
and also, a deftness in straight&~ illustrating that has nothing to c:'b 
with glamor. 
Parker ma:r well be on the wa;y to dweloping a new school of illustra-
tion with a tlrong ot disciples. Most. ot his imitators leave him, howwer, 
at the point where his inventiveness carries bia over into new .orl.ds ot 
design and line drawing. Tbe;y bave neither his ingratiating skill as a 
dratt.a&D nor his inemaustible enthwsia811 tor finding a tresh solut.ion, 
A.s . this writer stated in the earlier part ot this chapt;er, Al Parker 
will neYer travel in a technical rut. He has gl"'lllll with the years, and he 
will alwa;ys ba.ve new thi.Dgs to sq. He will alwqs be looking tor new metbods, 
new ideas, new designs, new characters. Parker tans all over the countr;y will 
torfl'ler bave a new thrill in store tor th• wt.l they pick up a maguine and 
find in it a new, totally different Al Parker Ul.utration. 
CHAPTER IV 
AUSTIN BRIGGS 
-~- ~ --------- ---- -g- ------, -- -- --- --- -----------~ - --- ---
looking tor a cbamlel tor his talent. F::lnall71 his big chance came. An 
Ulustrator who specialized in automobUe pictures took him on as an assist-
ant.. Briggs was o~ sineen than, but his abilit7 to draw the h:umaa figure 
was considerable, anci so it was his job to draw in the pretty girls and pros-
perous JUifl who appeared with the sleek, sbin1" cars in the illustrations. This 
proved to be emell.eat experience and thirty-tiTe dollars a week was a pretty 
good sal.ar7 tor a youngster tresh out. of high school. However, his relations 
and contacts were soon broken when Briggs found. that his •pl.07er was receiT-
ing one thousand. dollars tor one illustration. 
1. Pitz 1 H. c. 1 "Austin Brigga", American Artiat 1 :34-39 1 October 1 19 so. 
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Experience and. self-examination ll8.7 well be the working force beh:iDd 
each illustration from the drawing board of Austin Briggs, Illustrator self 
mad.e. His bistoey is an interesting and inspiring one for ,ouug magazine 
Ulutr~tora.l 
Briggs was born in Minnesota in a ra1llf81' car on a sid.ing, while his 
father was instal 1 i ng telegraphic instruaente 1n the local station. Follow-
ing the d.eatb of Briggs seoi.or, he lived with his grand.parents, first in 
Marion, Micb:igan, and. theo in Detroit. While he was in high school, his 
draving ~- so IDlCh attention that he was awarded a scbolarsbip to the 
Wicker Art. School. Atteod:iug attemoon and. weuing clas•es, his interest 
declined and be lett the school. He was not satisfied. with the instruction 
tba.t he was recei'Ying and vas arudous to find an opportunity to use his 
drawing ability; later, he realized. that he had missed. acme . excellent 
teacbi.ng. 
The "artist" spent one ••ester at the City College of Detroit after 
his graduation from. high school, but he vas still dissatiatied., all the vbil.e 
looking for a channel for his talent. F'inall.7, his big chance came. An 
Ulustrator who apecialized. in automobUe pictures took him. on as an assist-
ant.. Briggs was onlJ sixteen then, bu&; his ability to draw the human figure 
vas considerable, anc1 so it was his job to draw in the pretty girls and pros-
parous aen vbo appeared with the sleek, sbiu1' cara in the illustrations. Tbia 
proved to be exoel.leat experience and tbirt;y-tiTe dollars a week was a pretty 
good sal.ar;y for a ;youngster tresh out. of high school. However, his relations 
and. contact• were soon broken when Briggs found that his •plo;yer vas receiT-
irlg one thousand. dollars tor one illustration. 
1. Pitz, H. c. , "Austin Briggs", American Art.iet, 34-39, October, 19 so. 
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Att.er this, Briggs wasted no time in setting himsel.t lilp as a tree lance 
artist, and he did veey well at it, but he was still dissatisfied. with the 
advertising pressures and routines; he longed to do some story illustrations. 
His chance came in 1927 when be started. wrld.ng tor the Dearborn tndepend.ent. 
Later that same year, he sent photostats o.t hie Dearborn Independent drawings 
to Collier's, and he received encouraging ad.vice from the art editor; ae packed 
up and JBOTed to New York. First he enrolled at the Art Students• League where 
he studied under such tine drattsmen as GeOrge Bridgman and Jack Duncan. Then 
he called upon Collier'• where he received his first big ma.gasine assignment. 
For about tl:n-ee :rears, Briggs worked busiJ.1". He was attending claases 
at the Art Students• League, and ba was doing aome illustrations tor Collier's, 
McLures, Pictorial. Rmew and Cosmopolitan. All ot these illustrations were 
in pen and ink as Briggs bad done little painting in color. He was being 
regarded as one o.t tbe more illlportant illutrators, and thm the depression 
came, and Briggs' work disappeared from the mpsines. 
This was a period. ot discourag•ent, tor Briggs considered hi.Juelt a 
failure a.tter a brilliant beg:lnning. The following ;rears offered a variety 
ot work tor the artist; be did 81l1th1ng that came to band including book 
illustrations and IIIOrl.e posters. still this period was one ot selt appraisal 
and eriticiBIIl; and fiV'ent'Ual.l.1' Briggs was led to better things. 
He was merciless in his scrutinT ot himself. He realized that he wasn't 
ck>iilg··acceptable work. With this mew attitude, he set about real.ly luming 
to draw; he thought that he could neYer draw betore this, in spite ot the 
tact that aoae o.t his illustrations bad been accept.ed. 
The intervening J'e&rS whm Briggs did .,vie posters and book illustra-
t.iona were spent in trying to "tind." himself. He would rel3 on the other 
illustrators too Jllllch; it some other illustrator diet a painting in a particular 
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wq, that, to Briggs, was the onl.J' va:r it could be done. It was when Briggs 
began to look at the probl• from his own point of Tiew and to solve the 
situation tor billlsel.f that he started to g~ _,. )llace. Soon, bovever, he 
did realize that it was his probl•, and that troa hi.s point ot Tiew, his 
experience was just as good as Schaeffer 1 s, Parker • a or Helck • s. 
A great many 701mB illustrators ba.ve stood at the same crossroads that 
Briggs faced DOW. · Moat ot the have been unable to make tbe right turn or 
ba.ve retuseci, because they have lacked, first, the fortitude tat is re-
quired tor a aercllesa eelt-examina:tion and, aecond, the stamina to alovq 
and pai.ntul.l3 work out thed.r early mistakes. 
Att.er his objective soul searcbing, Briggs began wrldng toward a 
peraonal expression, and. thea be became one of the regular illutratora tor 
Blue Book magazine. The artist feels that a good JI&D.:1 Ulustratora have 
developed troa tbe Blue Book school, a tribut.e to an editor who allowed. his 
artists a 1llll.'J"'ma of treedan in their indi'Yid.ual painting styles. It was 
du-ing this period. that Briggs started using models to give added authenticit;y 
to his picrt.urea. 
But. work and experiaartationa are not the onl.y methods tor turthering 
the search tor sell; Briggs telt the necessity tor escape and meditation, 
eo for six months, he turn·ed. his back on the drawing board. He went to the 
Gaspe Perdnsula and just paiD.ted and thought. Raaovecl from the frantic New 
,Y.Of'k scene, the li:adts of the studio, the art directors• preaaurea, he was 
able to aee tllings in a clear perspective. He caae back Jrepared to live a 
nw form of art, to document hie pictures, to treat each illustration as a 
peraonal. experience, to solve each probl• in bis own 'W&7• 
Sl.owl.y, bis new outlook was winning him a following. He begaa wrld.ng 
for Redbook, -cosmopolitan, and, in 1944, the Saturday' EYening Post editors 
who bad been watching his work, asked him to illustrate tor them; his work 
has been appearing in their pages evf!ll' since. 
Brigis 1 method of work varies from time to tiae, but always he thinks 
of his work as a battlegromd where improvsmt and aelt criticisa must take 
place. He usually tries many quick CCIIlpositional studies, discarding liber-
all.;y. When be t:lnaJJy makes his deciaio!l ·regarding compoeition, he begins 
taking photographl. He prefers to take bia own and to ue non-professional 
models. After taking scores ot photographs, he makes drawings tram the best 
ot th-. Briggs hf!ll'e is in direct contrast to Al Parkf!ll' who does not believe 
in using photographs as the basis tor any illuetration; this is brought out 
in the preceding chapter. 
However, Briggs doee not use the camera as a substitute tor drawing. 
He sqs: 
The greatest convenience in using a camera is that ;you can 
experiaent with thirt;y to titt;y poses in halt an hour, whereas 
it would take live or six da.y8 to draw that JUD1'. The onl.y 
trouble is th.at it you can't draw in tbe first place, it is 
more dit.ticult to draw troa pbotyraphs than it is troa models, 
because photographe deceive ,.ou. -
Briggs prefers to wCXl"k in oUs or casein on absorbant Gesso board laid 
on msonite }:&nels. 
Figures 22 and 23 show tw rough color sket.cbes tor an illustration in 
Cosmopolitan. In these, Briggs is Eapf!ll'i.Jaenting with color, design, and 
:mood; tbe;y are doae in oil on a translucent papf!ll' about the same size as a 
double spread in the agaziDe. Tbe rough tmt wae actual.ly subuitted was a 
2. ~., p. 39. 
later developumt (Figure 24) of these first tw; this one was d.one with a 
fountain brush on special layout sheets that indiwate the exact llml.ts of 
the page. 
The tinal sketch is then transferred to the Gesso panel in careful 
outline and the painting is done in oil or sometimes in casein. Briggs 
begins applying his paint atarting with his light tones and gr&dual.l.y' work-
1ng up to the deeper tones a.nd shadows. Then he models the features and 
adds text.\lre and accents where needed. It is not unlikely that one or more 
ot these partly completed J;&intings will 'be discarded before the obstinate 
Briggs standard is satisfied.. 
Figure 22 
Color Sketch 
Figure 23 
Color Sketch 
amount o£ contrast that is lost in the reproduction o£ a tour color illus-
tration; notice how DDlCh lighter the boy's tie appears and haw much lighter 
the lights are in the boy's sleeve and trousers. All this is an indication 
to the artist that he JllUst make his darks darker and his lights ligbt;er in 
order to maintain the proper amolJDt, ot contrast in his reproduction. llow-
ever, tbis loss o£ contrast varies with the magazine. Some magazines carey 
a tine grade paper and employ good or excellent reproductive processes; 
others use a poor grade paper which in itself~ cause the reproduction to 
be poor in spite ot the excellence ot the reproductive process involTed.e 
Submitted Sketch 
In Figure 25, the reader can see the completed painting as it was sent 
to the art. editor. By comparing this to Figure 26 (the illwstration as it 
actuall.7 appeared in the Jagazine), the reader is able to note the great 
amount ot contrast that is lost in the reproduction ot a tour color W.us-
tration; notice bow much lighter the bo;y' • tie appears and bow much lighter 
the lights are in the bo;y1e sleeve and trousers. All this is an indication 
to the artist that he must make his darks darker and his lights lighter in 
order to maintain the proper amouut. ot contrast in his reproduction. Bow-
f!!Ver, this loss ot contrast varies with the magazine. Some magazines carr,r 
a .tine grade paper and emplo;y good or excelleat reproductive processes; 
others use a poor grade paper which in itselt ~ cause the reproduction to 
be poor in spite ot the excellence ot the reproductive process involTecl. 
Figure 25 
The Campl.eted Painting 
Figure 26 
The Illustration As It 
Appeared in CoBJDOpolitan 
The Line and Wash, Rough Sket.cb 
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Up to 1950, Austin Briggs bad done only tw paintings (covers) tor the 
Saturday Evening Post; one o:t these is shown in Figure 2:1. The line · and 
wash, rough sketch o:t the painting (Figure 28) is tolloved al.JIIost religi-
ousl7 to the tinal. painting. Once Briggs decides on the caa.posi.tion he 
wants, he seldom changes it during the painting process. This is brought 
out by comparing Figure 27 to Figure 28; notice how cl.ose:IJ the artist baa 
followed. the original sketch. 
Figure Z/ 
The Finished Painting 
Figure 2S 
.I 
'lhe Line and Wash, Rough Sketch 
Dell""fi"• .LD receuTr yea;rrs J. m.vs uone lllalq" .Ll.lle \ Wl.liD DrlmDJ uraw-
ings with . the accent on sheer drawing, 8Dd teel that these .JII&7 
develop into 111;,t 011111 personal statement tar raDOved. trom camera 
inspired l«rk.~ 
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If one was to categorize Austin Briggs, the job woulcl be one of con-
siderable contusion. The painting shown in Figure Z7 is certa.inlJ realistic 
enough with its careful modeling and exact proportions. Briggs does a great 
deal of this type ot Ulustration for magazinea; boweYer, he enjoys a contrast 
in style and technique. An example or this contrast is to be seen in Figure 
2!]. This is a tree line drawing for an Ulustration in Town and Country • . 
It began with a nlDI.ber of tree pen and ink "doodles", combined t1naJly iato 
this drawing wbich the artist liked. In order that he 78&7 keep a light and 
aket~lv' touch to the drawing, he redrew it with his lett. band.. In Briggs' 
own worde: 
I teel tlat most current illustration is far too pbotographi-
call.y rendered 8Dd tbat in li8IJT instances the photographer does it 
better. In recent years I mve done Jll8llY' line (with bruah) draw-
ings with. the accent on sheer drawing, and feel that these .-.;y 
clcrtelop into -.r own personal stat•eut tar removed trom camera 
inspired. t«rk.:J 
3. Quoted trom the questionnaire returned by Autin Brigg8 to this 
writer on March 16, 1955. 
Figure 29 
A Free Brush Line Drawing 
The reader 11q see mare of the free line-wash drawiDg in Figure 30. 
This is a two color (red, gray and black) Ulutration for a ~r.r in 
Coamopolitan maguine. It is interesting to notice the attitude ot ng-
gution in this pictve. Nothing in the composition is ent.irel.1' reveal.ed. ••• 
wer,ything is partial.l.7 hidden by' something else in the picture. This over 
lapping of objects also bel.ps -.intain the proper ciept,h needed in UlUBtra-
tion. This is ODe of the ~est examples of Austin Briggs' atyl.e aa it is 
todq. It is freeq and bol.c:il1' dra'Mil, ;ret it keeps its accuraey and good 
workmanship. It bas all the el.eauuts ot stoey desoripl;ion, yet it is 
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completely suggestive. The power behind this illuatration is in the tact 
that Briggs knew just bow far to go to get the reader interested enough to 
read the story. 
Figure 30 
Two Color Illustration tor a Story in Cosmopolitan 
To outline Briggs' method of work: 
Step One Make Jl8l11' quick compositional sketches in color 
step Two Select suitable sketch and proceed to take photos. 
Step Three Transfer sketch to the Gesso Panel. 
Step Four Begin painting; start with the lights and gr&dua~ 
build up to the darks and deep shadows. 
step Five Model :features and then add textures and accents. 
The Briggs' pictures bear the stamp of his personality, but is is not 
a rubber stamp. There is no s.t. Briggs coaposition, no repetitive Briggs 
types, no formulated Briggs color scheme. The differences between illustra-
tions are noticeable but unobtrusive. They are the work ot a man who is 
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stUl investigating; who realizes that discovering one • s salt is a conhinuing 
process and is onl.7 too willing to consider it his lite work. 
In this llll"iter•s opinion, Briggs is up in the first ranks ot the 
Ulustration 8.1'1111'• He did not arrive with any daszling arrq of fireworks. 
His technique is not spectacular. He has no particular tricks ot displ.~. 
Still bis tallow illustrators look at his work with a great deal ot respect 
and predict a stead7 expanSion ot his abilities. And the reading public now 
bas a solid regard tor his work, a regard that is not an overnight enthusiasm, 
but. rather a regard. that .bas grown slowl1' but with certaint;r over a span ot 
:rears. 
CHAPTER V 
FRED LUDEKENS 
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"An illustrator whose product is not a drawing but the solution ot his 
client 1 s probl•" .1 Such an illuatrator is Fred Ludekens. 
Ludekens declares that the modern illustrator cannot be indifferent to 
the total strategy ot presentation ••• & strategy which depends on ettective 
interrelation ot picture, layout, and typograpb;y tor its impact. The pub-
lisher u:peets the illustraur to be S1Jlpathetic to these problau and ·to 
cooperate with the art editor in solving th•. 
Thi~ cooperation evan includes the consideration of other features in 
the magazine. Whenever Ludekeu knows what is planned. tor the other pages, 
he will go so tar as to adjust the spirit and tonality of his own illustra-
tions to compliment the effect ot drawings made by other artiets, and thus 
help to give pleasiDg pictorial b&lance to the entire issue. This, to be 
sure, is not alwqe pq.ssible, but so closely do artist and art editor work 
together as a team, that ottc it is. 
In advertising illustrations, Ludekens 1 abilit7 to anal.yze1 to under-
stand his cli& 1s probl..a, to be creative in aaleaanabip as well as in 
art, bas. been largely responeible tor his extraordi.Dary·succeaa.. He Min-
tains tbat in illustration to know •what" to draw is proba~ more important 
than to know "how" to draw, because the "kDcw how" is aeaningless witbout the 
"know wbat". He r.ai.Dds the Y"O'UII& illustrator tbat it is idea interpretatioll 
that the client blJ1's• Drawings are uauall.7 criticized. tor their failure to 
express an idea, not tor technical iapertections. 
L'Ukekens never atteoded an art school or recei.Ted arrr toraal. art training. 
He acquired aoet of his business experieoce during ten ,-.are that he served as 
art director tor the Lord. and Tboaas ad'Yertising agenc7 in San Fru.cisco aDd 
in Hew York. Thia JI&Y' be perbaps one reason ~ he 1a able to analyse a 
1. Watson, K. w., •Fred Lud.ekcs•, American Artist, 24--40, October, 1946. 
probl• tram. the client's point ot view. He says that his product is not cml1' 
a picture but a solution ot a picture probl•. That is what be means when he 
aqa that only the illuatrator's comprehcsion bas real, lastiDg market va1ue. 
It is import.ant to know that the knowledge ot "vbat" to draw, according 
to Ludekens, rests upon a pret.t;r thorough kDowledge ot hlDian nature, of 
peoples' tastes, or their prejudices, their reactions. nlustration is reall7 
a lmlan relations job. The artist, Ludekeaa, is fortunately constituted tor 
this job because he is a v«ey average ld.nci ot leYel beaded logical individual 
who likes to talk with all aorta ot J*)ple and discover what they are tbinld ng. 
Lwiekens has no agent wbo handles his work, nor does he have ~ assi.t-
ants. He pr'eters to discUss probl.S directl;y with the art. directors; soae-
tiaes this .ana telephoning tbose tor 1fbm he does work, clear across the 
continent to discuss moods or details ot an uaignaent. His counsel ia ott.m 
sought. b,y advertisers in the planning ot na:t;ional campaigns, a tact which 
points up his assertion tbat ":Ill' 'business is serri.ce to an industrT• I aa 
not paid tor labor-I aa a specialist directly connected. to sales in a qat• 
ot tree enterprise.n2 
Ludekens loves his na.tiTe state ot Calitornia, and spends several montb8 
ot each year there. He bas travelled mensiv~ both home ·and abroad-"an 
illustrator needs to see what is going on in the world." His Tflr7 retmtive 
m.or;y eri.dmces an unusual faculty ot obsenation. 
He bas never had to solicit work. He sqs that an illustrator's best 
sale&llaD is the intangible contact ot his work ••• he puts BCEet.hing more in 
his work and the cl.iats natural.1.7 1f811t to raise tbe prl.ces. 
At present, the artist' a output is about equally dhided. between ator.r 
illustration and advertising art. He is one ot the .,.,t versitile ot the 
~~ 1-'~ iPt\ University 
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contemporaey Ulustrators. H~ baa a tile that covers almost f1V8r7 kiDd of 
subject and a great variet7 of u:preseions. 
Most of Ludekens paintings are done in gouache and transparent water-
color, though he occasio~ works in oils. He may render some passages 
with pastels and n-en with pencil. He lay's in his color masses according to 
the d.SI8D.ds of the abstract patterns that he uses, working froJL the interior 
of forms out to the contours. Darks and lights are put in where they- promote 
his pattern schaae eve though they mq contradict the reali1111 of natlll'al 
lighting. 
The artist uses neither models nor photographs for his illustrations. 
He says tbat to know bow to draw is to draw with your head, not with )'Our 
eye; not to 12!£, but to .!!!J not .!2P%1 but to create. He doesn •t consider 
his drawi.Dgs as being realist; he 8&78 that they onl.T appear to be ••• "but 
more iaportant, good or bad, they are all mine. u3 
Lud.ekens is not addicted to making sketches, though he otten Jl&kea 
diagrUIIIatic notes for doc\lllentation. Figure" 31 and 32 give an iclea o:l his 
atuCV" methods in the pre1.1wln&J7 sketches. Figure 31 ahowa a number of tin1' 
diagr8DIIII&tic sketches, reproduced here at about one balf the original eize. 
These small studies were follcMed by the layout on tracing paper. (Figure 32); 
t.bia was a double page spread., in two colors, for Good Housekeeping Jl&gazine. 
.... ~· . .. ...... _ . .. .... 
Figure .31 
.... ·· 
....... --·· 
.. ··· · 
DiNrammatic Sketches 
Figure 32 . 
; f . 
Layout on Tracing Paper 
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In Figure .3.3, tbe reacler can s .. the reproduction as it appeared in the 
magasine. Note how closely the artist •a lqout vas followed in the designing 
ot tbe picture, beading, sub-beading and text. Lud.eku original painting 
was done in transparent watercolor and vas twice the size as the magazine's 
reproduction. 
.Figure .3.3 
BY mr,r IIASTIW BR.IDLEr 
l.oNL. :.1 1lu·•u .,Luu·, ' ' ' ""'" ..!~ ••·...,, ho thdr lwur uf ::tf(uur. 
Ool ) 1l!tr oil l~trlll Hn'il. OM tllf: ...,., •l>l' l i, ·o't) .. "" •••·:u'8"• 
Pm•:uuro~h ami tluo! 1-" •luu m4k•.,. thl'-., .,uroirlol)' t"l'chl" JI • lory 
Magasine 1s Reproduction ot the OrigiDal Painting 
Lud.ekens ia very Jlletbodical. in his work and the ordering ot his lite. 
His studio on Park Avenue is as maticulousq neat as his home in Belvedere, 
California. He works tour hours we:rr moming and, like every anist, is 
toUDd over his drawing -board. at very unreasouable hours. On the average, he 
allows sevm-al dq8 tor tbe actual rendering ot an illuatration. 
Ad tor Hiram Walker 
To get back to tba arUst•a metmct ot work, in Figure .35, the reader can 
see balt tone reproduction ot an original full color painting tor a starT that 
He explains: 
Aa a matter of tact, a lot of mseeo. time goes into WflrT 
job, b.tween the reading ot the manuscript,--vhich I do as soon 
. as I get it-and a few days before 'Ill¥ deadline• All this tiae, 
possibly' two or three weeks, ideas are dangling around in Jq' 
. head; through constant meditation, the problea gradually re-
solves itself. I ~ scribble uau;y ideas on scraps of paper 
during this period. When tba time coaes to take up 1q brush~ 
I have alreaq pretty much painted the picture mentally, and 
..,- problem is larg~ teclmical. 4. . 
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Lwiekens is a pertect.ioniat; everything has te be done ~ctl.y right. 
He has no assistants, as was stated betore; he dou everything bimselt-
except deliTering the finished illustration. When he began his Hiram. Walker 
Whiskey ads (ink drald.nga}, be decided to engage an assistant to pe:ncU in 
the barrel hoops~ of which there were to be aany buDired.a. It didn't work, 
bowwer, tor no one could draw ~haa to his aatistaction. These barrel hoops 
are shown in the illustration in Figure 34. 
Figure 34 
Ad tor Hiram Walker 
To get back to the artist's melimd ot work, in Figure 35~ the reader can 
. ·' 
••• bal.t tone reproduction of an original tull color pa.i.llting tor a story that 
"•.a'Y ..._ \• ~ Will M8 O\ e.lll -n, la'p.IOJ ~\ 'NDIV 
•m ..-.o\ •-n tn0l1M.I'Rt 811\ Tt'l ...,_. .Ill ,.....m .... 8'Pfl ·~:» 
•AMI Ml\ J• e.ld'g lan•q Mft eq ~ _.. •-n~m ell\ J• ~~ 
J• ~ ... , Mil -snn TI'IO"nM.ZW ,... •1'418.._ • •1»•....., ._., ._. 
'•~· 8111\ 111 ....,. lft'" .,.. .l[[WU""oiO ftA 811(\ f" Nd'y 1I'J ... 8l •Utili( ,.. 8Ndv •11\ JO ~·•td ,... Wl'" et~\ JO •~ TP-" au 
~' Nd'y "' _... •• •11\ •m 
,_.... .... •waop .....-•1 81ltl ., ... ~ ~ws Ml\ Ul ,..naclch 
In Figure 371 a sheet or tracing paper bas bem laid over the tiret 
(Figure 36), and the drawing or tm horses that appear in the toregrolllld 
was dweloped. 
··r=-·· .. I . : 
I . 
Dwelopaent ot Horses in Foreground 
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Next, in Figure .38, again on tracing paper, Ludekens turns his attention . 
to the borsee in the background. After these preliminary sketches er studies 
their principle linea were trauterred. to illustration board by" camera lucida, 
princi~ to regiet.- their proper position in the composition. 1llie tinal 
drawing done in gouache was drawn directly with brush • 
. Figure 38 
Developaeol; ot Horses in Background 
LudektDB is concerned. with the projection ot the druaa or substance ot 
the manuscript; to the reader first; aedia is ot secondar;y consideration. 
sa 
An axaapl.e ot the type of projection Lud.ekens tries to obli·ain can be 
seen ill Figure 39; this is a tull color reproduction ot· an illustratj.on by 
the artist tor an adTertistlllent. in the September 11, 1954, issue of t.bB 
Sat'Ul'da7 Evening Post. The reason t:tat this particular W.ustration ia Bhown 
hc-e in color is tl:Bt the writer wishes to impress on the reader the wond.er-
tul color harmony that the artist has achiwed in this illustration. It ia 
a charming, simple stateeat. tlB t ia far aboTe the coDmOn run of illustrations. 
This is done in gouache, and its realia is su})eiob • . Note the amount ot detaU 
that ia p:lt in the foreground; it is not overblll'llened with detail . yA it is 
convin~ alive. Note, al.so, hbw the det~ dbdniahes aa it rea~::hea the 
lliddle g1'I)Dild and the tbe baekgrcnmd in those beaut~ blued trees. 
Ludekens a.:Leo baa a ll&r'lelous smsation of shadow aDd sunlight. For the 
ahadow be. ued .ar• rlolet, bl.uea and bl.ue greens; tor the IJ1llll1.gbt, he con-
centrated on the ;rellolfB and yellow greens. 
Figure 39 
game. 
a slight increase to confound incredible is the coaches' op· 
r thosewhoprophesied timism this year. Never, in preseasor 
1 when the rules changeudJw. uT,~h';"erctenuuooiiJ estimates, have so many rated then 
,_ closer games, more upsets-and teams so strong. They're beginning tc 
ever became of long winning talk like big-league baseball managers. 
e The one slight tightening of the Some may be ' awakening at last to the 
s this year disqualifies from the game threat of professional football and tele-
vision as formidable counterattrac-
er could be so so 
RAINS 
ner, 
ti~ns-and the folly of low-rating theii 
own product. But a sounder reason is 
the knowledge on the part of all that 
the material funneling into the colleges 
from the high schools each September 
is, generally, getting better all the time. 
Too, winning seems to be more fashion-
able, academically, than it was a few 
years ago. Nowadays it's no sin to want 
to win. · Outspoken Forest Evashevski, 
Iowa coach, exemplifies-the new feeling 
with a sneer at an old proverb. He says, 
"You don't hear them telling the doc-
tor it's not whether the patient lives or 
dies, but how he sews up the incision." 
Even the reformers have punted on 
third down and gone on the defense. 
The Western Conference is liberalizing 
its scholarship program to give more 
assistance to athletes. The bomb to de-
' emphasize bowl games proved to be a . 
dud. A good financial time is being had 
by all participants in the New Year's 
Day spectacles, not to mention the con-
ference brethren with whom they share 
the spoils. The Pacific Coast Confer-
ence, which has prohibited spring prac-
tice, effective in 1956, is expected to re-
view its deCision. The hunch here is 
that the ban will be lifted unless the 
Western Conference, whose representa-
tive meets the P.C.C. representative 
annually in the RoAA Rmxrl a 1~~ -----
A .Full Color Illustration by' Fred Ludekens 
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In the illustration show in Figure 39, the artist 1 s first concern was 
that the reader get the substance of the idea wbich is the tact tbat the 
timber banested. to supply wood tor todq 1s needs is being replaced b;y young 
tir trees to provide wood tor the tuture. 
Lud.ekena has a very important aessage tor the yo1mg ill'DIItrator r art 
student. He says tbat the emphasis of art tra.i ni ng should not be on the 
technical aspect of art; itaelt. 
In his oa vords: 
The real. test of an illutrator is his wq o:t thinking. 
Hi• tiret concern amuld. be that be becoae an intelligent, 
well balanced, well edu.cateci and well in:tom.ed an. He should 
be alert in all-ro\md knowledge and op:l.Dion as arrr businessu.n; 
otherwise, he will be ill prepared to associate with business-
men-his clients-and to tunct.ion as an interpreter ot their 
intmtions on the?rinted page. It is only' one•s mentality tba1# 
h&s market value. . 
A brief' outline ot the artist's aethod ot work: 
step 6ne Make seYeral quick diagraaaatic sketches. 
Step Two Transter the best overlq to illustration board. 
Step Three Draw directly' with brush and paint treeq. 
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step Four Keep in miDd the concept ot the idea ••• aedia is aecondal7. 
S. Ibid., P• 40. 
CHAP'l'li2 VI 
WILLIAM A. SMITH 
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ences. In a few short 7ears, be has seen a lot ot life. What be has not ob-
tained out ot physical . contact with lite, he has soa)ced up f'rom books; one 
entire wall ot his New York studio is lined with books. 
When Smith was nineteen, he left. Toledo-where he was born-to establish 
bimaelt in New York as a tree lance artist. He began drawing advertisements 1 
illustrating aircra.tt, firearms, watch and container accounts. Then, in 1944, 
he went into the 8Z'JI1'. 
Like most present dq illustrators 1 Smith •plo7B photographs :t~ his 
1110rk when that is tbe JD.C!)St practical thing to do. But he p.ints and draws 
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troaJDOdels a great deal or the time, and out on location, he prefers his 
pencil to a camera. Stacks of sketch books in his studio testity to his 
habit of drawing eYeeything and anything vhereYer he bappens to be. 
Regarding Smith •s method wt 110rk, he is very- caretul and aetiCU:Lous, 
cCIIbiniDg good composition with expert. drattaansbip. He begins his Ul\18-
trations with several VflrT rough sketches otten done in brush and inllc. These 
eketches are 119.de to anal.y'ze the composition, and trom these the artist 
selects the most dramatic or the one that best reveals the mood of the paint-
ing-to-be as seen in the aanuacript,. Seyen of these rough compositional 
studies are t.o be seen in Figure 40. 
Compositional Studies 
The literary cJi•ax of a story is seldom the most effective situation 
tor an illustration. A relatively unimportant incideat frequently w111 re-
nect a mood which will serYe as a SJD't.hesis of the manuscript, and at the 
aame tiae provide excellent illustrative possibilities. The Ulustrator 
should be care.tul not to give the reader wrong .impt"essions as to characters 
of the story; be should also &TOid "giving the stor;y awayft by" Ulustrating a 
too reveal 1 ng episode. 
Ana.lyt.ieal Study of the 
Picture's Structure 
The diagonal shadow of the upper lett corner is an extension of the line 
ot the arm as it continues dowward to the candlestick on the fioer, foi'Ding a 
triangle at the lett side of the picture. Tl)e directional aweeot was cal.-
culated to work in conjunction with a dHgonal. white accct created by the 
wrinkle in the bedsheet at the right • 
.1"\..__ - - -- ...__ · - -
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The figures shown here (Figures 4D to 46) are reproductions ot an Ulus-
tration wbieh depicts the tragedy ot a man who ld.lled. his twin brother 1 mis-
takenl.y bel.ierlng hill guilty ot betraying his count.ry. 
In Figure 4l, the reader will see the anacytical study' of the picture 
structure. (This is begun once the composition has been decided. •• coapoai-
tional sketches are shown in Figure~ Smith made this study' in order that 
he lligbt clearly" understand the relationship ot various el•eats ot the pic-
ture to the ccmposttion as a whole. Note the curve of the kneeling man's 
back and. how it "follow through" as a liii)V•ent, uniting with the arm that 
hangs to the tloor. 
Figure U 
Ana.J.ytieal Study ot the 
Picture • s Structure 
The diagonal sbadDw ot the upper lett. corner iiS an extension ot the line 
ot the arm as it continues downward to the candlestiCk on the tloor, forming a 
triangle at the lett side ot the picture. Tl)e direotionaliiiO'Ieent vas cal-
culated to work in conjuncti-on with a citagonal white accmt created by the 
wrinkle in the bedsheet at the rig"· 
One ot the wrinkles on the rug continues the line ot the trousers; the 
other turns the direction ot the line established by the wrinkle ot the sheet. 
Black aDd White Study' 
Once the composition and drama is set in Smith's mind, he concentrates 
on the drawing. In Figures 43 and 44, the reader cari see the excellEnt draw-
ing and rendering that is tha 'bflsis tor all ot BUl Smith 1 • illustrations. 
These drawings, ma.de tram a model, are dope in pencU and heightened with 1he 
use of chinese white. The men in the story were twins so Smith used the same 
model tor both figures. This not onl3 saves a model tee, but saves Smith the 
trouble ot repeatillg the story situation to a new model. 
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The curves and slanting lines are toUs tor the long horizontal movement. 
All of these points mq be c1ear~ seen it the reader will study Figure 4J. 
care~ and then compare it to the final painting shown in Figure 45. 
Atter the ana.J.ytical. st~ 1 Smith begins to develop his picture with 
reference to its dramatic illustrative aspect, but all the while, guided by 
the abstract organization. This is done on a sheet of toned paper using black 
ink and chinese white. Figure 42 shows the first step in developing this 
dramatic effect. 
Figure 42 
Black aDd White Study 
Once the composition and drama is set in Smith's mind, he concentrates 
on the drawing. In Figures 4.3 and 44, the reader can see the excellent draw-
ing and rendering that is thB bllsis for all of B:Ul Smith's illustrations. 
These drawings, made from a model, are dope in pencil and heightened with 1be 
use of chinese white. The men in the story were twins so Smith used the same 
model tor both figures. This not ofl4r saves a model fee, but saves Smith the 
troubl.e of repeati.ltg the story situation to a new model. 
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Figure 43 
Pencil Study of the Kneeling Brother 
Figure 44 
Pencil Study" of the Dead Brother 
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The finished illustration is sb:nm in Figure 45. Notice that the angle 
ot the lmeeling man's right toot was changed from the original drawing in 
Figure 43. It is very important to see the etfeet that the pencil drawings 
had on this comPl-eted painting; all the modeling, te:xt;ures and lighting prob-
lems were solved in the drawing stage ••• all the artist had to do in the final 
painting was to follow the pencU studies. A great JB8l'lY illustrators use this 
pencil drawing stud1' method including Mead Schae!fer, Amos Sewell, Norman 
Rockwell, Albert Dome and JDa.llY other&. Many, howfi'er 1 draw directly on the 
final illustration board solving their technical problems as they go; a few 
such men are Al Parker, Austin Briggs ami Pet;er Helck (to a certain extent). 
Figure 45 
The Finished Illustration 
In Figure 46 is the illustration as it appeared in Coi!IIIO~tan magazine. 
It is interesting to note the sharpness of contrast in the reproduction. This 
may be due to either the reduced size of the reproduction or to the method ot 
reproduction employed. by the magazine. 
Figure 46 
The Illust.ratien as it Appeared 
in CoaJIOpolitan 
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There is nothing partieularl3 different about Bill Smith• s Ulustrations. 
His colors are in perfect ha.rmony with each other-he· uses a lot of b1ue 
greens, lavenders and red rlolet.s. His rendering is realistic yet it does 
not approach the photographic in interpretation. 
If anything is different, it is his composition; this is sensitive to 
the story situation. · Although, tor the most part, the artist gives the 
reader a regular, eye-level Tiew ot the picture, his composition might well 
be termed powerful and dramatic. His work is also directional in composition; 
by this the writer means tba.t the lines ot the composition lead aJ:most dir-
ectly to the cctnter ot interest.. Thi..s is clearly pointed out in Figure 47. 
Figure 47 
.ope and Bing. 
Reproduction ot an Illustration as it Appeared in the 
Saturday Evening Post 
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Notice in Figure 47 how the lines o! the curtain, the bed sheet.s, the 
blankst.s and the dead man 1 s right &I'll all lead to the dead man Is !ace. Ev811 
the angle of the standing man's body (especially his lett arm) seems to em-
phasize the directional line to the other man 1 s face. The face of the reclin-
ing figure is ala dramatized by' the contrast ot bot~ color and value between 
the light on his !ace and the shadow of the curtain above him. 
This is only one example of the expert coaposition anal.y"sis that Smith 
employs in his method o! work. Nearly all o! his illustrations bear this 
mark of carehl planning and study". It is this very quality o! careful 
planning that sets up illust.rator Smith as one ot the best in his field.. 
At thirty-seven, he has reached suc4'ess that takes some illustrators years 
to attain. And there is a great deal J~are promised from the brush ot this 
creative draftsman, not only in the field ot illustration but in fine arts 
as weU ... there is a world o! imaginative painting and creating that Bill 
Slllith has not yet opened. to the magazine public. 
The following is an outline of his method of st'udy: 
Step One Compositional Studies 
Step Two Analytical Study of Picture Structure 
Step Three Black aDd White study 
Step Four 
Step Five 
Pencil studies 
Final Painting Following the Abstract stuq 
CHAP!'m VII 
ROBERT FAWCE'rr 
parent waterco~ors or colored inks and eV-es. This is one of the trademarks 
that sets a Fawcett ~ustration apart trom the others in the field.. 
In this chapter 1 the reader will be concerned with the illustration done 
for the "Adventure of the Red Widow" 1 one in a series of the Sherlo~ Holmes 
stories that appeared in Collier' a magasine starting with the May 23 issue. 
After acquiring all the available pictures and diagrams of the cost'UIIles 
and areti.tectllre, etc., Fawcett proceeds with a fat, black pencil and a sketch 
pad to "think" about the point of view for the illustration. He doesn •t · 
bother with aey accurate drawing while making these rough sketches. Tbese 
are done very fast, one after another, purposely violent and free. The)" 
constitute the most creative thinking in the entire illustration ... after ttds 
.. - _ .. ..L. __ __ ____ ...... __ -t-.-a.~- ~- --- .. _ 
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Robert Fawcett is one of America 1 s outstanding illustrators, and one of 
the things that makes his work so noteworthy is the logical and beautiful 
structure of his pictures. It would be difficult to find his equal as a 
draftsman or as a builder of tightly and justly con'B:bructed compositions. 
Every detail, f1Vf!r7 square inch of than, is beautitully wrought, but. no part 
is overplayed for its own sake. The parts dovetail and interlock and add up 
to a unity of mocici and rhytJ:m. When Fawcett takes his brush in hand, the 
forms grow and acquire volume; th8 abstract darks and lights take on meaning 
and the picture rounds into being. 
Fawcett always offers a full picture. Each illustration is a complete 
three-dimensional world inhabited by believable human beings ••• each seEIIls to 
have a name and a personal bistOl".f. This is what sends the reader irito the 
story. 
The Fawcett method lends itself to orderly explanation because of the 
orderly fashion in which he works. For the mat part, the artist uses trans-
parent watercolors or colored inks and dyes. This ie one of the trademarks 
that sets a Fawcett illustration apart from the others in the field. 
In this chapter, the reader will be concerned with the illustration done 
tor the "Adventure of the Red Widow", one in a series of the Sherlo~ Holmes 
stories that appeared in Collier 1s magasine starting with the May 23 issue. 
After acquiring all the available pictures and diagrams of the costumes 
and areti.tecture, etc., Fawcett proceeds with a fat, black pencil and a sketch 
pad to "tbink" . about the point of view for the illustration. He doesn •t · 
bother with any accurate drawing while :aaking these rough sketches. These 
are done very fast, one after another, purposely violent . and tree. The,y 
const-itute the most. creative thinking in the entire illustration ••. atter this 
it is a case of refining. An example of these creative sketdles is seen in 
Figure 48. 
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Figure 48 
Rough Pencil Sketch 
The final sketch, in black pencil with a suggestion of color rubbed 
in, went to the art editor tor the okay. In Figure 49, the reader can see 
a subsequent pencil drawing, which begins to develop the design but is 
not concerned with details. These are lett tor the final pencil drawing 
(Figure SO). 
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Figure 49 
Pencil Drawing lleveloping the Design of the Caaposition 
In Figure 49, the artist is interested in the position of the characters 
and the design composition more than the details. Notice how the center of 
interest is darkmecl to indicate to the art editor and. to the artist bi.Duselt 
that it is a focal point. In the finished illustration (Figure 52), it is 
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lighter than its neighboring values. If the reader looks close:Qr at Figure 4.9 
he will notice that Fawcett has drawn a line to mark where the illustration 
will be cut by the cutter of the magazine. 
When the sketch is back froa the magazine, Fawcett has it photostated 
and enlarged to a little less tlwl twice the size of the magazine page~ 
Then he places a sheet of tracing paper O'l'er this and begins to draw in more 
detail, fitting things together more tightly, and considering parts of the 
drawing which he bad ignored previously. Nov, the artist looks at all his 
reference material and makes sure that details are as authentic as }:Gssible. 
Next., he pencils in some tone areas on the tracing paper to be sure 
that he is keeping aware of the JIIOV'EIIlent of the whole picture and does not 
become too immersed in details. In Figure 50, a detail of the final pencil 
drawing is sbom. 
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Figure SO 
Detail of the Final Pencil Drawing 
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This then is the tracing or final drawing; it is a process of refining 
and amplitying. Under this, Fawcett slips another sheet of tracing paper, 
blackened with lead and rubbed, and proceeds to trace 1lown the drawing onto 
a sheet of hot pressed illustration board. In this tracing, all the .essen-
tial lines are expressed with a maximum of vigor. The picture area is then 
boWlded with masking tape with one quarter of an inch added to the top and 
each side to allow for the magazine "bleed". This quarter inch is tri:mm.ed 
ott after the magazine bas been printed. 
Next, Fawcett Starts the painting process with black waterproof ink 
with a little sepia added to give the black ink a slight dilution and warmth. 
The artist usually starts with the min figure (in this case it is the ~gure 
of the t«>ma.n). He believes in drawing freely for it is always possibl.e to 
tigl'rl;en up later, but it is impossible to loosen up. He draws rivthmicall.y, 
allowing the brush to make shapes lhich give the figure DWament, accentuating 
the natural rhythm of the figure itself. 
Fawcett progresses from the main figure to the one b~nd her (Sherlock 
hiaselt), then to the figure of the dead man, trying to lmit than together 
into a cohesive pattem. Then he starts to paint the figures at the far lett. 
For the architecture, the artist for the most part, uses a flat chisel 
sable about halt an inch wide. The reason for this size is that i1a helps him. 
think and paint solidly and design ~!~imply. He is still using the waterproof 
black ink warmed with the sepia, and he does not hurey to the tini.shed stage. 
Each step to the artist has to be considered separately and carried out 
thoroughl.y", a Slow methodical process. 
From here on in, Fawcett moves freely about the painting, putting in 
details, taking than out., cba.nging expressions, and generally organizing the 
painting into a full tonal composition. When he has gone as far as he can 
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with transparent color 1 he tums to opaq:ae color. With this he highlights 1 
models, loses edges and the painting begins to take on a new dimension. 
Fawcett seldom uses any models; he does a lot of his posing himself', 
because he believes that most artists are better than the professionals when 
it comes to acquiring the mood of the story to be illustrated. He keeps the 
mirror in his studio fa.:irl.y busy 1 posing in front of it for bits of movement 
of facial expressions. 
In Figure 51, the reader can see the reproduction of the two-page spread 
that appeared in Collier's on October 2, 1953. This is one of the series ot 
eleven Sherlock HQJ.mes stories that began in the May 23rd issue, as stated 
before. In this reproduction can be see the sharp contrast in the main 
figure; this is obtained by the light value ot her skin against the dark 
value of her dress. 
Figure 51 
, 1'bt .Adtitulun: 
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The Reproduction as it Appeared in Collier • s 
Figures 52 and 53 show tw pa.rt.s or sections of the same illustration. 
These were taken directly from the magazine itself. The point that the writer 
is trying to make here is that in a rawcett illustration of this type there is 
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more than one possibility for a complete composition. Separate, these parts 
take on the appearance of two different illustrations both in eye appeal and 
in technical matter; together they are parts of one unified composition. 
Notice also in these figures how the color tones are -warm, with the ex-
ception of the armor and the bleak, neutral walls. The reader should al.so 
make note of the wonderful expressions on the faces of the characters in the 
illustrations ••• somehow one seems to get the impression that not a word is 
being spoken, due to the horror of the situation. 
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Figure 52 
A Reproduction of t.he Illustration as it appeared in 'Collier's 
I 
- --
!A Det.ail. of t.he Final Illustrat.ion 
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Figure 53 
A Detail of the Final Illustration 
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The detail that goes into a Fawcett illustration is be,yond description; 
it is authentic, caretully rendered, yet boldly drawn and freely painted. 
It is accurate, yet simple. Figure 54 showa some ot the intricate detail, 
expert drawing and beautiful form that is the make-up ot a Robert Fawcett 
illustration. Yet if one looks closely, he will see how simply and directly 
it bas been painted. The cabinet, as an example, was painted with a wash 
ot deep yellow ochre with some unber tones; the semlingl..y detailed part,s 
are simply and carefully added with line. The same process is used through-
out the entire illustration, in the walli!Bper, the quilt on the bed, the 
chair, the articles on the top of the cabinet, etc. 
Figure-54 
A Detail of -a Fawcett Illustration 
Another Half Tone Reproduction 
far the Same Series 
Figures 55 and 56 are reproductions of illustrations tor two other 
Sherlock Holmes stories in the Collier's series. Figure 54 is a detail 
ot the picture shown in Figure 55. 
Figure 55 
Halt Tone Reproduction of a 
Fawcett Illustration for the 
Sherlock Holmes Series 
Figure .56 
Another Half Tone Reproduction 
for the Same Series 
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Robert Fawcett :cecognizes illustration as his destined calling. He 
practises it as an art and a dignified pursuit. Many think that his latest 
works are his best ••• this does not hold true tor all illustrators. It has 
been said by his fellow illustrators that he has never drawn a more charming 
set. of illustrations than the Sherlock Holmes aeries. But this stands to 
reason, for here the subject matter was to .his hand: the background of the 
late Victorian England, strange and startling conjunctions of characters 
and events, and opportunity to establish moods and evoke a navor. 
There is no other reasonable prophecy for this illustrator than that 
of continued growlih for years to come. Robert Fawcett has the admiration 
of the general DBgazine public, of his fellow illustrators, and of the young 
students of illustration. The last group is perhaps the most important 
because they will be producing tomorrow's illustration•. 
CHAPl'ER VIII 
PRUE'l'l' CARTE.R 
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Pruett Cart;er is an artist whose method of work is quite different frc:a 
the uaual procedures eplo;yed. by the other top illustrators in the count17. 
However# bis goals and aims are the same ••• to make magazine illustration a 
sought after art. 
He is a man who admires the masters. On the walls of his studios (he 
has two 1 one in his home in North HolJ.3wood and the other in Los Angeles) 1 
the artist has reproductions of the work of Degas, Manet, Michelangelo, 
Holbein, Lebrun, Vlaminck, Renoir, Frana Hals, Matisse, Miro, Kl.ee and 
Picasso. 
Carter has lived in Cali:tcrnia since 19.30, and he woriai tor publica-
tiona thousands of miles away, across the country. He has used (and thought 
nothing of it) telephone and air express to discuss jobs 'With art editors 
and clients. He prefers to do this than to live in New York where he might 
see his clients personall.7. 
His professional life began with a brief spell on the New f-ork American. 
Then he was sent down to old Mr. Hearirt' a Atlanta Georgian to take charge of 
the art, photograph and engraving departments. Then Carter returned to New 
York and became the art editor of the Good Housekeeping magazine. While he 
was here nearer to his goal of becoming a magazine illustrator, he was still 
on the wrong side of the desk, bWing illustrations instead of painting them. 
However, one day Mr. Bigelow, the editor, suggested that a certain sto17 be 
done by Carter. Carter now moved to the right side of the desk. Although 
his first story was from Good Hous.ekeepi.ng, his first published illustration 
appeared in Harper's. 
Carter also taught for a number of years ••• ten at Cb:>uinard and six at 
Grand Central School of Art. 
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Carter is a well organized painter. His studio is orderly' and designed 
for the greatest possible efficiency-. His palette is especially' interesting. 
It rests in a large sketching box, the cover of which is kept open, with an 
array of about. twenty paletts knives of great variety in size and shape; this 
box may be seen in Figure 57. On the palette itselt, the paint has been 
allbwed to accumulate and build up a plateau of pigment, leaving about one 
half its area for mixing colors. 
Figure .')7 · 
Carter's Paint Box 
Carter's Palette 
The artist prefers to "WOrk in the oil medium. At times, he uses it 
very thi.nly together with a definite linear ba.we, almost as in a semi-opaque 
watercolor. Sometimes, he }:aints with a full brush, wet in wet, or reversing 
the procedure complet~, be builds up the picture wet on dry, day dt.er day, 
using so much drier that the paint dries very quickly. 
Regarding his method. of working in oils, Carter says: 
Almost anything can be done with oil if one is sufficiently 
fami 1 i ar with it and likes to experimmt with all its moods. Some 
years ago, I was fond of carrying a picture to completion with the 
paint remaining wet fran day to day, so I could "WOrk continuou~ 
wet in wet. This enabled me to work with considerable spontaneity 
ftl.AA1" T..h1"nnah +.n +.h ... i"-1"'~ a'h lJ..., ... T --.P-- •- ---'· -~ -- ..> - - - -" 
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Figure 58 shows the artist •s palette. Note that the colors on the 
palette 1 s edge are arranged to follow the color circle of the spectrwa--trom 
the ultramarines through the blues, greens, yellows and reds to alizarin and 
rose madder. The oolors of the inside row are extra pigments to be used tor 
their particular color identity. The earth group-ochres and siennas-are 
kept by themselves at the top right:. of the palette. 
cad. red. hqht-. 
caJ. \(ctLow dCee 
cad. ~e1lowma1iLLI'I\ 
cad. ~ellow k 1'1\01\. 
vmdi<UI. 
ccrulc.a.n bl u.e-
co!Jctlt o!u.e.. 
ulbo... tt"~arin.e .blue 
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Carter's Palette 
The artist prefers to l«>rk in the oil medium. At times, he uses it 
very thi.nl.y together with a definite linear bawe, alJDost as in a s-.1-opaque 
watercolor. Sometimes, he }:aints with a 1'ull brush, wet in wet, or reversing 
the procedure completely, he builds up the picture wet on dry, day dt#er day, 
using so much drier that the paint dries very quickly. 
Regarding his method ot working in oils, Carter SI\YS: 
Almost anything can be clone with oil it one is sufficiently 
familiar with it and likes to experiment with all its moods. Some 
years ago, I was fond or carrying a picture to completion with the 
paint remaining wet !'ran day to day, eo I could work continuous11' 
wet in wet. This enabled me to work with considerable spontaneity 
clear through to the finish ••• Now I prefer to work wet on dry' and 
use enough drier to have the picture dry' from one day to the other, 
espec~ as I am much interested in drawing with · a definite linear 
accent rig:t:rt. on top of and into completely modeled areas already 
dry or nearly eo.l 
The first step in visualizing the illustration and the "spread" or page 
layout, is mde in very small, rough sketches. These are done in pencil. 
Several of these are made, e:xperi.menting in compoeition and design; one of 
these rough sketches ma.y be sean in Figure 59. 
Figure 59 
Rough Pencil Sketch 
Next. Carter calla in the models and photographs them in poses that 
dramatize each of the several conceptions in the pencil sketches. The artist 
us~ takes t-wo or three dozen shots of each plan. · These ahots are aimed 
to cover evf!lr'Y variation of thought and attitude conceived by the plan. 
The artist usua.l.l.y takes part;s from several photographs, c<E>ining th• 
in one figure which expresses the idea.; he rarely' finds ~ one ot the photo-
graphs satisfactor,r tor his exact needs. 
1. Watson, E. w,, "Pruett Carter", herican Artist, 27-31, 72-76, 
March, 1950. 
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Once he lB.s decided upon the compositional pattern, he develops a car .. 
tul penoil drawing at the heads of the tigurew and then the entire figure, 
and finally, ba has the whole layout cbne in pencil on a .· sheet. of tracing 
paJ>«r. A detail ot such a pencil layout is shown in Figure 60; the original 
was 17 by 25 inohes. 
Figure 60 
A. Detail ot the peneil Layout. 
Next. a sheet of very thin acetate is secured over the pmcil layout. 
Upon this garter begins to paint, in oils, the color sketch that is to be 
submitted to the art editor tor approval. This method allows the greatest 
possible tlexibilit;r. It dissatisfied. with any part, the painting can be 
wiped orr and a new color trial DBde. U~, however, another Sheet. of 
acetate is laid down right, on top ot the first painting. Tb:ia adheres ·to 
The Completed Color Layout 
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the first painting and a.tfords a new surface upon which the new trial for 
that }:8rticular area is to be made. The new transparmt sheet may cover the 
entire undersheet or, it mq be a small piece designed to cover the area that 
is to be corrected. Tbere may be as many as fifteen or sixt.een such overlays 
on a single completed color study. A reproduction of a color sketch is ahovn 
in Figure . 61. Those spets that look like dirt on the girl 1 s legs and jacket 
and the boy1 s trousers are actua.l.ly shadows created by air bublea between 
the layers of acetate. 
The advantage of the acetate met.hod is fair~ obvious, in the mind of 
the writer. The original drawing is not lost in the process of painting; 
it is always wtder the acetate to be used as a guide, and the finished color 
sketch does not reveal the application of overlays to the casual eye. 
Figure 61 
The Completed Color Layout 
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Carter usuall.y makew several such color sketches and selects the best 
one to send to the art editor for the okay. Once the picture is approved 
and returned to the artist, b9 proceeds to r.-draw it on canvas and then 
beginl!l to apply his paint. 
Thera is a good deal more to illustration thaD good drawing and better 
painting. The succasstul illustrator is a keen student of h1Dan natura, and 
something of a pqohologist. He knows people, how they- act under all kinds 
of situations and stress. AM in order to J:aint the drama of character and 
incident, the artist must also be a master strategist. The reproduction in 
Figure 62 points up this truism. It is a picture tor McCall's illustration 
ot the story of a bride 1s ordeal in meeting the beginning of her 'new life. 
The episode depicts the visit of three haughty female neighbors past middle 
age who have oome, obvious]3, to give the young w:l.te a merciless]3 critical. 
appraisal. Carter thought of the three · elderly women as three black crows 1 
and the girl as a timid canary. So he pdnted. the visitors in black, almost 
in complete silhouette, and the girl he painted in light tones of yellow so 
that she would shrink into the interior as she would no doubt fee:L like 
doing under the circumstances. 
.. 
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Figure 62 
Reproduction of an Illustration as it Appeared in McCall 1 s 
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When an illustration involves more than one character, Carter poses the 
models together for the photography:. These models become actors, and they 
suggest poses to the artist that are more natural and lively than would re-
eult from sol.o posing. This also stimulates an Esprit de Corps that is in-
valuable to the illustrator. 
Fortunately, Carter can get almost every kind of model he needs right 
among his neighbors. on Holly Glen Road just below his home, there are twenty 
odd paintable youngsters of all ages who are always available to him. 
Carter i .s one of the few mEil of the earlier period of ill.ustation who 
would or could accept; the new ooncept; of magazine illustration as being a p.ge 
decoration as well as a picture. To him the new modern formula was a chal-
lenge. He believes that tm illustrator should be able to serve the needs of 
the changing times. It is his function to do a good job with wha:tever limita-
tiona are imposed by new conditions. 
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It is this writer1s belief that Pruett Carter has a great deal more to 
contribute to the field of magazine illustration. His sense of ease with 
his fellow man, and with nature, his study of human character, and his 
ability to foretell the reactions of his picture world inhabitants ••• all 
this leads him to a full lite and a complete understanding ot his work and 
times. 
CHAPI'lm IX 
RAY PROHASKA 
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The name of Ray Prohaska is a familiar one to readers of Good Housekeep-
ing, Redbook, Saturday Evening Post, Companion and other popular, magazine 
publications. 
Perhaps the reason for tbis is the fact that he is an expert on feminine 
charm; his girls are always smartly dressed. Beyond the fact that Prohaska is 
one of the best craftsman in the illustration field, his women have charm and 
' 
elegance. Copies of Harper's Bazaar and Vogue are always on hand in his studio 
where they are used for idea and reference material. 
In spite of his fondness for painting well-dressed girls, Prohaska is . not 
typed as a "pretty girl" or 'kirl and boy" illustrator. Art editors will give 
him any kind of a story. In this chapter, the reader will be concerned with 
an illustration for "Lily Hunter and the U. s. AI, a story by Vina Delmar that 
appeared as a double page spread in Good Housekeeping magazine. 
Fi rst, there is the manuscript;. This has to be studied .for character, 
action and details of setting. In Jll8lV' cases, the art editor makes sample lq-
outs that he wishes the artist to follow; by doing this he is assuring himself 
and the reading public a better design appearance for the magazine as a whole. 
Prohaska begina with inn\Dilerable pencil studies that follow one of the 
art edit,or 's layouts. In these, he experiaents with the composition. In Fig-
ure 63;. the reader can see one of these studies. They are done on tracing 
paper and are usually 16 by 7 inches. 
Figure 63 
A Pencil Stud1' of the Composition 
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Once the caaposition has been developed to his satisfaction, Prohaska 
begins to set the stage for his models and the furnishings. From the first 
reading of the manuscript, the characters have been taldng s~pe in his mind. 
He tries to find. models who will conform to the preconceived types. 
The artist goes to great lengths to acquire just the right. properties for 
his setting. He stresses their importance in creating the rigbt atmosphere 
and. gi.Ting conviction to the illustration. AU the furniture and accessories 
came traa second band stores and antique shops. The table, chairs, nover 
stand, lamp and table cover were brought right into the studio. A photograph 
ot the sideboard taken in the store had to suffice (Figure 64). 
Figure 64 
The Sideboard 
The costumes were obtained tram a customer a.tter a visit with the models. 
Figure 65 shows the artist instructing his models while reading to th•, 
trom the manuscript, those parts that they are to dramatize. 
or fifty exposures of his subjeC'Ds. Thus, he sqs that he ss that ma.rJ7 chances 
of catching just the right. gesture and expression of the individual, and the 
most important tmOtional interplay between characters wbo transact the given 
scene time and time again as the shutter of the camera clicks. Figure 66 
shows one ot the m&J:l1' photographs tha. t the artist takes of the scene. 
· Figure 66 
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Figure 65 
The Briefing 
Following the briefing of the models and the arrang•ent of the properties, 
Prohaska is ready tor the next. step which is photography'. Some Ulustratora req 
. on profeasional photographers tor their camera work. Prohaska, however, is not 
one of tha~ group. He does all of his camera and laboratoey work; he las all 
the necessaey equipDent in his studio including a darkroom. He often makes forty 
or ti.fty exposures of his subjectrs. Thus, he sqs that he l:as that JDal'l1' chances 
of catching j\18t the right gesture and ex.pl"ession of the individual, and the 
most important t1110tional interplay between characters wbo transact the given 
scene time and time again as the shutter of the camera clicks. Figure 66 
shows one of the JDall1' photographs tha. t the artist takes of the scene. 
Figure 66 
Photograph of the Actual Scene 
;1w. se.a.e~;wn o~ liM oesli parlis or many pnoliograpns; p.1.us a rurt.ner use or tne 
model for a check-up as to pose and attitude. 
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These photographs serve as reference for a drawing# and the artist draws 
with JD&llY' of these prints before him. However, he does not follow any one of 
them entirely. It should be noted that mat of Prohaska 1 s creative work bas 
already been done before he picks up his brush to paint. He certainly goes a 
great deal f'urt.her to set the stage tor his illustrations than any other artist. 
In eome of the previous chapters, the reader has seen how Al Parker relies on 
direct painting from the model to attain that authentic look, bow Mead Schaeffer 
goes dow to the scene of the activity to be illustrated, and how Bill Smith 
prefers his pencil and sketch book when he is out on location. All this is 
to show the various methods of attaining authenticity and conviction in 
illustration. 
Although the artist here utilizes the camera considerably', it should not 
be thought that he is completely' dependent on it. Prohaska has a great entlm-
siasm tor drawing and painting. His studio walls are covered with framed draw-
ings and paintings of models. His cabinet. drawers and portfolios bulge with 
figure drawings. These drawings and paintings are the expression of an accom-
plished craftsman and symbolize his devotion to the great traditions of art. 
Figure 67 shows a comprehensive or color study (reproduced in black and 
white) that was sul:mi.tted for the art directors approTal. By comparing this 
figure with Figure 66, the reader will observe just how closely Prohaska bas 
followed the photograph. It should be noted, however, that the photograph bas 
onl.y been used as reference; this is seen in the way that he bas handled the 
lighting of the figures 8JXi the values of the various items in the set-up such 
as the plant, the table clotp, etc. Prohaska 1 s painting is the result of care-
ful sel.ection of the best parts of many photographs; plus a further use of tbe 
model for a check-up as to poe e and attitude. 
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Figure 67 
- ' !("\ 
_ Lily Hunter and tlte ~ Jt\ _, . : 
Color st~ 
Once tbe color comprehensive has been approved and returned to the artist, 
be begins his final painting. First, he tones his single prime canvas w1 th 
umber, sienna, or terre verte, and over this he transfers his pencil drawing, 
which always preceeds his work on the canvas. These lines are then strengthened 
wi'th brown, waterproof ink. This waterproof ink i s used so that corrections 
aad.e in the tanpera painting will not obliterate the pencil line foundation. 
these corrections are made by merely washing the errors off with clear water; 
it must be done Yftr'Y, very caretull.7. 
· In Figure 68, the reader can see the drawing in line made in brown ink. 
The lighli areas are flat:Q- laid ~ with white tEmpera paint. 
Bo.s ton Univer s ity 
~hool of Education 
- r ·; "rary ~ +! -"<'--' 
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Figure 68 
The Ink Drawing 
Upon canplet.ion of the ink outline drawing~ Prohaska makea an under-
painting in casein tempera. This is not a colorful painting; it serves prin-
cipally to establish the values. The lights are laid in first in white~ then 
the darks and middle tones are painted in with grays and browns. This under-
painting is then varnished with etherial varnish (a mixture, of Damar varnish 
and turpentine) and allowed to dry overnight. The reader will recall that 
Mead Schaeffer uses this etherial Tarnish in his glaZ'Jng proceaa. 
Figure 69 wmwa this tempera underpainting; notice that in this reproduc-
tion the wall paper pattern is tairq pronounced. This is very bothenome and 
tends to u.ke the painting bu" .and contusing. The artist realized this and 
softened the pattern in tba final Jainting (Figure 70). 
Bo.ston Univers ity 
~hool of Education 
~ ~. :L;i.,brary 
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Figure 69 
The T•pera Underpainting 
Before begj nn:lng the final painting~ the canvas is moistened by scumbling 
over it with a 50-50 linseed-turpentine medilllll. This makes it more receptive 
to the oil paint. The final. oil painting is done partly in glazes or trans-
parent oil colors. Impasto color is also used generously throughout the paint-
ing. This impa-.to painting is used mostly for highlights; the shadow areas 
have more of a transparent treatment. Prohaska goes on to follow the procedure 
ot thick and thin painting throughout the entire canvas. 
In Figure 70~ the reader will see a detail of the finished painting. NOtice 
how the wall pailer has been subdued: in value and detail. Here~ Prohaska shows 
his interest for detail, and yet he keeps his detail subdued so t~t it will 
not detract from the painting as a whole 
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Figure 70 
A Detail ot the Finished Illustration 
A reproduction of the final painting is seen in Figure 71. The artist 
has followed the color sketch (Figure 67) rather eloseq-. There is a difference 
in the lighting ot the figures (the an particularly); the wall behind the man 
ha.s been ligbt;ened. The criginal illustration was 22 by' 47 inches. 
Figure 71 
A Reproduction of the Final Painting 
e 
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Prohaska is an artist wbo is always trying to be, and succeeds in being, 
crea.ti ve and authentic. This is evidenced in his efforts to hunt down all the 
suitable material. for his illustrations. He is perhaps the only illustrator 
who wrks as he does in setting tbe stage for his pictures. He feels tha.t the 
only way to be sure of liba t you are drawing is to ha.ve it right. in front of you. 
His method of work is innuencing a great number of young illustrators 
and art students, and it should be ranembered that he is only beginning--there 
is a great deal more expected from the drawing board of Ray Prohaska. 
To SUDIIIIBrize the artist's method of work, the reader would consider eleven 
steps. They are as follows: 
Step One 
Step Tw 
Step Three 
Step Four 
Step Five 
Step Six 
Step Seven 
Step Eight 
Step Nine 
Step Ten 
Step Eleven 
Make pencil studies on tracing paper to experiment 
with abstract compositional. arrangements. 
Acquire all background material and set it up in 
the studio. 
Costume models. 
Brief models to familiarize them with the parts that 
they are to dramatize. 
Hake Jll8.llY photographs of the scenes. 
Make color sketch and sul:mit it to the art editor. 
When color sketch is returned, make a careful pencil 
study of the canposition. 
Transfer penci:J. study to canvas which has been toned 
first with bumt umber or bumt sienna. 
Re-line pencil work with brown waterproof ink. 
Proceed with the tempera underpainting., then varnish. 
Proceed with final oil painting; apply paint in both 
transparent glazes and impasto color. 
• 
CHAPTJ!R X 
HAROLD VON SCII«DT 
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Here is a man who has been in the illustration field tar forty-two years. 
He sold his first illustration to a magazine in Calitomia called "Sunset" in 
191.3; the first magazine to b~ his l«lrk in the east was the old "Liberty" 
magazine in 1924. 
Never once since that time (191.3) has his energy- tailed. him. Harold Von 
Schmidt bas a seemingly inexhaustible vitality ot both body and spirit. He 
lives longer each day than most people and requires leas sleep; a few hours 
between long stretches of work seem to suffice. Often, he is in his studio 
thirty-six hours at a time-once, in 1947, he l«>rked fifty-six hours without 
sleeping. A balcony bedroom in his studio, in Westport, Connecticut, protects 
his fami.ly fran interruption on nights when he keeps abnormal hours. 
Von Schmidt's working procedure is not too different from most magazine 
illustrators. He begins each job by' reading the manuscript -very carefully, 
all the while filling wheets of paper with scribbled notes. These sketches 
usual.ly lead to a "rough" done in gouache, which depicts the action of the 
scene to be illustrated; such a "rough" is seen in Figure 72. 
I 
lt:Y/ 
Figure 72 
Next, the artist makes a layout ot the desired composition on canvas; 
this is usual.JJ done in charcoal. (Figure 7J). The actual aize tor these 
layouts is about 24 by 30 inches 1 and they are made trom the rough, preparatory 
to the final painting. The artist does not need to make a caretul drawing 
"ecause, in this rough, layout torm, he is able to visual.ize the finished 
illustration. 
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Figure 73 
The Layout. 
In the actual painting ot the final ~ustration, Von Schmidt uses the 
bursh and. the paint treel.J', drawing as he goes, outlining here, losing edges 
there. During the process ot the final painting, be turns to models tor direct 
reference. In Figure 74, the reader can see the artist posing M. Von Scblidt 
tor a sto17 illustration (shown on the easel) that appeared in the Saturc:lay 
Evening Post some time ago. Notice that in the illustration itself, the artist 
has taken artistic license with the .tullneas of the sld.rt. 
barwii ot savage ApaChes. The artist bas made the little girl the center of 
interest b;y sneral technical points or tricks. 
Figure 74 
Posing the "Model" 
Much in the same manner as Ray Pro baska, Von Schmidt paints using a 
series of glazes. This is brought out later in the chapter. 
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Because the artist Is metmd of work is not outstandingly' clifferent, the 
writer w1ll allow the preceding paragraphs to suffice. For the duration ot 
this chapter, the reader v.Ul be concerned with the technical sld:.lls employed 
by Von Sclmldt and the emotional and human el•ents that he puts into every 
painting and every illustration. 
In Figure 75, the reader may see an illustration by Von Schmidt for 
"Spanish Man's Grave" written tor the Saturd.ay' Evening Post by James Bellah. 
This half tone reproduction brings out the technical interest very clearly. 
First of all the situation depicts the escorting of a brave little girl· by' a 
barwi. of savage Apaches. The artist has made the little girl the cater of 
interest by several technical points or tricks. 
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To begin with., the reader should note that she is on the darkest. horse 
which gives the greatest amount o! contrast (notice the girl's white leg 
a.gainst the dark horse, a.:nd. alao notice that her figure is nearly silhouetted 
against the light slq). 
Figure 75 
. · ....... .., 
. ' 
.. . 
Reproduction ot an Illustration for "Spanish Han's Grave• 
The viewer • s eye is unconsciously led to the figure i of the girl by several 
I 
other means. One is the varying differences in the tones of the two foremost 
horses. The white horse in the foreground leads to the gray- horse in the mid-
dle ground, the from the middl.e value of this horse, the reader is led to the 
dark horse carrying the girl. 
Another compositional trick is the placEaEilt of the 1 three horses. Notice 
' 
that the .gra:r horse is placed a little to the side and to the front of the girl's 
dark horse. And the white horse is placed in the same relationship to the gray 
ure 75. Here is eri.dence of Von Schmidt 1 s bold and free bJNBh work. Everything 
on this figure is painted simply and clear~. It ie easy- to see that the artist 
works al.:most completely in transparent oil washes; this is clearly shown in the 
bits of pure canvas tha. t show through the painting. 
It seems obvious to the writer that the artist draws the figure tirst in 
charcoal and then forgets this drawing to the extent that be paints beyond the 
I 
boundaries set by- the drawing. The reader's attention is brought to the Indian's 
borse. This creates a directional flow tram the direct foreground to the 
center of interest. 
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A trick that is very often used to direct the reader's attmtion to 
some particular spot in the composition is the "look" cir glance technique. 
In Figure 75, the middle rider is actually looking at the little girl. When 
the reader ues this, his eye is automatically carried to the figure of the 
girl, which is in this ca•e the center of interest. 
It was mentioned before that the little gl.rl 1 s horse was the darkest 
one and that this helps to maintain her as a very important figure in the 
illustration. It should also be noted that there is a factor that helps this 
contrast considerably; that is the low value ot the second.ary characters ••• 
the group of Indians at the far upper right, and the lone rider at the extreme 
lett. The group at the upper right. seau partially lost in a cloud of dust; 
this helps lower the value unconsciously. 
The dust cloud is also a technique of acquiring movement in an illustration. 
Note that in the painting, the front horse's rear legs seem lost in this cloud 
of dust. The dust indicates that the horse is moving (otherwise there would be 
no dust), and so makes the picture more convincing. 
Now the reader should tum his attention to the figure of the Indian shown 
in Figure 76; this is an exact size detail of the middle rider pictured in Fig-
ure 75. Here is evidence of Von Scbmidt 1 s bold and free b:mlBh work. Everything 
on this figure is painted simply and clear:cy-. It is easy to see that the artist 
wrks a.l.Jllost complete)J in transparent oil washes; this is clearly shown in the 
bits of pure canvas tha. t show through the painting. 
It seems obvious to the writer that the artist draws the figure first in 
charcoal and then forgets this drawing to the extent that he paints beyond the 
boundaries set. by the drawing. The reader's attention is brought to the Indian's 
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lett arm ••• notice the outline and see how the bursh has gone over this line. 
Then, in order to strengthen the painting, he has gone over and re-drawn cer-
tain areas, such as the arm pit, the shadow under the scarf, etc. The lights 
were painted in a more opaque manner. This is shown in the smulders; notice 
pa.rticula:rly the right shoulder ••• see how the brush has been dra1m down the 
jacket llith one simple stroke. 
Figure 76 
Detail of the Finished Illuatration 
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The right hand is another place where the reader DUQ" see the artist • s 
simple manner of painting. This area is painted in with a wash of the fiesh 
color:~ then the fingers are dra'Wil in and the shadows emphasized (as under the 
th1mlb). 
Notice the white area on the hind quarters of the dark horse (in the de-
tail). Thi.e shows as a highlight in the finished illustration's reproduction:~ 
Figure 75. It was painted in a dry brush technique, and there was no need for 
&D1' ultra caretul modeling or rendering because in the reproduction (which is 
only halt the original size), a considerable percentage of the detail and 
modeling is lost. To look at the figures and horses in the reproduction in 
Figure 75:~ one wul.d think that the artist spent days working on the modeling:~ 
when, in reality, he spent but a few hours. 
To be sure, Won Schllidt 1s method of painting is not haphazard.J it is the 
result or long hours of careful stud1ing and. planning followed . by expert drafts-
manship and excellent painting. 
The writer would like to point out another element that is ever-present 
in a Von Scba:ldt painting, and that is the element of euspense. The artist 
·always seems to dramatize an incident in the story that is tilled with that 
feeling of suspense. An example of what the writer means is shown in Figure 
77. Here the reader sees an illustration for a third part of a serial story 
that appeared in the Saturday Evening Post; the story was "Ruler of the Range" 
by Peter Dawson. 
11.5 
Figure 77 
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A One Color Illustration by Harold Von Scbmidt 
This painting is a monotone; that is a painting that is done in one color 
plus black and white. This singular color quality adds to the suspense of the 
illustration. The caption indicates the action of the story that the artist 
bas illustrated. Kindred, who is biding under the wagon, is the fourth man in 
ll6 
the party, yet; the artist has chosen to keep him out of sight. To add further 
to the suspense, it seems fairly obvious that Kindred is holding a gun because 
the second rider from the lett has his hands in the "reach for the sky" position. 
Thus, a great deal is told without even seeing the main character. 
All this adds to the curiosity on the part of the reader to want to get 
into the story and discover what happens. This ia & very good example of the 
amotional quality that the artist puts in his pictures. This is also an excel-
lmt example of the marvelous craftsmanship that is Harold Von Schmidt r s. 
Figures 78, 79, SO, and 81 are all details from the same illustration for 
a story entitled "They'll Never Hang Me", by Bill Gulick. These further illus-
trate the silllple painting style and powerful. emotional quality that Von Sctmidt 
•ploys in all his pictures. 
Figure 78 
Detail of a Von Schmidt Illustration 
Detail from the 8Jule Illustration 
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Figure 79 
Detail from the 5ule Ill\18tration 
Another Detail. from the Same Illustration 
ll8 
Figure SO 
Another Detail from the Same Illustration 
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Figure 81 
Detail 
OJ.d West is lost forever in the rolling dust. 
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The illustrations tha.t are shown here are &ll Westerns. However, this 
is not the only type that Von Sclmi.dt likes to paint. He has done J118.11Y sea 
stories; he is famous for his "lug Boat Annie" series. Historical and :mili-
tary subjects are also favorites or the artist. 
One of the finest painters in contanporar,y illustration today • Von 
Schmidt never uses a camera.. He makes scores or quickcd.l ske\#ches on 8 by 
lO ·inch gesso panels coated with matte varnish. The artist likes them because 
they dry quickl3 and you can carry any number ot them ••• also because they 
give you the color a.s well as the outline. 
It is easy to see why Von Schmidt is copied throughout the country by 
art students and other less competent illustrators. His paintings have proTen · 
successful; they have withstood the test of time a.nd changing techniques. The 
artist will always have the same familiar sty-le or painting and the same wonder-
ful hu!laan elements in his work. These along with his untouchable draftsmanship 
will keep the paintings of one Harold Von Schmidt alive until the cham. or the 
Old West is lost forever in the rolling dust. 
CHAPrm XI 
AMOO SEWELL 
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Amos Sewell is indeed a master of magazine illustration. Yet, when he 
went to New York in 19.31, he ha.d practicall.y no professional background. His 
only formal art study was a brief' course in the evening classes of the Cali-
fornia School at Fine Arts. 
He knew that somehow he must acquire the schooling that he had missed in 
his earlier years. He went, not in the direction of the art schools, but to-
ward the offices of the pulp magazines. For tour years, he made pen and dry 
brush illustrations, turning out two doublNP.t'ead. drawings a day ••• and witmut 
any models. 
While he was working for thewe pulp magazines, he managed to attend some 
evening classes at the Grand Central School o.f Art where he studies under 
Harry Dwme. 
No illustrator likes to be pigeonholed, but al.l of' thEIIl have a very special 
genius tor expression in certain phases of life and experience. Thus, we see 
Sewell in the top ranks of character illustration, particul&rly in the field 
ot homespun fiction. 
One of' tm first assignments tor the Saturday Evening Post was an illustra-
tion for the 11Ba.be11 seriew of' stories. His graphic dramatizations of the adven-
' 
tures of Babe, Little Joe, Big Joe, aDi Uncle Pete were so successful. that the 
Post has kept him on that series tor a good number of' years. Figure 82 is an 
example of the illustrations that Sewell did tor the 11Babe11 series. 
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Figure 82 
An Illustration for the "Babe" Series 
Sewell begins his wrk by carefully reading and re-reading the manuscript.; 
he mak s pencil s:mtches as he reads. These jottings record descript;ion of 
characters and what they were wearing, details of the scene or setting, and 
references to incidental things which it not scrupulously observed by the 
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illustrator "'lloui.ci be quickly noted b;r hundreds of critical readers. Noted . 
also are the various picture poseibilities in the story. Sometimes tb9se pic-
ture possibilities will be obvious; often the selection of the best episodes 
for Ulustration appear onl;r after several readings ~ the manuscript;. 
Sewell never begins to do an;r actual drawing until he has a clear mental 
conception of the finished illustration. Then be begins to develop his compo-
sition on tracing paper with charcoal. The compositional study shown in Fig-
ure 83 is typical of thea preliminary sket tbes. The original charcoal study 
was about twelve inches square. 
Figure $3 
The Compositional St'Ufi7 
When this study reaches a satisfactory conclusion, the artist lays it 
aside and begins to mate drawings of the chan.cters-with charcoal on tracing 
paper. He begins without models, using picture magazines for reference as to 
types of faces, etc. After he nas created his types, he calls in the IIOd ls. 
He finds suitable children in the neighborhood and there are professional mdela 
in his little town ot Westport. The model pictured in· Figure 84 posed tor all 
of the character studies shown in Figure ss. By comparing tbe model with the 
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drawings fer which he posed, it is fairly evident that the JOOdel does not eerve 
Sewell in any creative sense, but he merely affords a structural basis for J118DY 
diverse types. llso, he serves as reference for factual incidents ot' lighting 
and the action of drapery. 
Figure S4 
The Model 
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Figure 85 
\ · 
~ ..... ,· /~, ... / _-
Character stuiies 
Sewell m.s never been able to work successfully on the final drawing while 
the model is in .tront of him. The moclel' s presence sess to distract the artist 
and keeps his imagination from working. He finds himself' trying to make a por-
trait of the model rather than of the character as he feels it. So instead of 
lZl 
working fran the model in the final drawing, Sewell usee the character sket.ches 
llke those shown in Figure 851 and sanetimes, he u•es photographs. Occasional.l.y" 
the artist becomes his own modele 
After the characters have been care.tul.ly studied in these prelim:i.nary 
drawings, the illustrator begins his final picture. He works large; the illus.:.. 
tration shown in Figure 86 is 28 by 30 inches. Sewell is one of the few con-
temporary illustrators who still employs the charcoal medium; Won SvhDidt uses 
charcoal .tor the line drawing on canvas. In his hands, it seems to give the 
broadest possible scope .tor delineation and dramatic effect. The reproduction 
in Figure 86 illustrates that point and it reveals qualities that make Sewell's 
work so convincing. That old man writing on t~e waJ..l is a living, breathing 
being; one feels it in the intimately sensed portraiture of his .fine head. 
There is nothing casual about it. It is searching; the artist makes use of 
wery incident of farm, texture and ligbli to give the reader the portrait of 
this particular man, not just the representation of a man. 
Figure 86 
An Illustration by Amos Sewell 
Detail is of great importance in Sewell's illustrations. It is not 
enough that the incidental objects be correct according to the text, but they" 
must be rendered with as much feeling for reality as the figures themselves, 
otherwise the picture will lack conviction. Like Robert Fawcett, Sewell alwa7s 
offers a full picture. Look closely at the reproduction in Figure e6 ••• note 
----------------------------.............. 
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the beautiful rendering of the jug in the foreground, the lamp in the middle 
ground, and the corn husks in the background. These are just a few samples. 
Try to pick out other detailed objects, some that are lost in shadow; the corn-
cob pipe, the violin, the old clock, etc. 
Sewell has that sense of reality that gives the reader the feeling that 
the whole environment in the illustration has been created and given character 
by human hands, the hands of the story's character. He makes the reader teel 
that that jug has been mndled, the chair sat in, the table subjected to long 
years ot wear; the whole interior has been nade liveable by its ow inhabitants. 
This is a ver,y real factor in successful illustration. 
Sewell's illustrative genius is fully expressed in. black and white. 
Nothing that can be said of his color would add to it particularly. WhUe his 
color work has all the good qualities ot his charcoal drawings, color adds 
nothing to them except the attractiveness that is given with the use of such 
color. 
In a two-color job {black and one color), the artist combines a watercolor 
red or orange with the charcoal, the burden of the picture resting upon the 
charcoal. For his tull-color illustrations, he uses casein paints. Such a 
lull-color painting is shown in Figure 87; this is a detail for a cover that 
appeared on the Sept•ber S, 1953 issue of the Saturdq Evening Post. Notice 
the sense of reality in this cover pa.inting ••• this gives the picture an "alive" 
quality, as mentioned betore. 
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A Cover Painting by" Amos Sewell 
To summarize Sewell.' s method of work, the reader woUld consider four 
steps. They are as follows: 
Step One Read and re-read tbe manuscript, all the wh:lle making 
notes as to the picture possibilities. 
Step Two Make compositional studies. 
Step Three Make careful drawings of the story's characters. 
step Four Begin the final drawing in charcoal. 
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Amos Sewell. speaks the language ot the average American. Thq lmow and 
love the kind of people that he draws and thq respond· to that homespun sin-
cerity with which his art speaks to them. He is truly a PJ.inter to the people. 
His characters will live on indefinitely" expressing in them the jo)',that the 
artist attains in the creation of each. 
CHAPTER III 
BEN STAHL 
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In this writer's opinion, Ben Stahl is America' a most creative artist. 
He is an artist as distinct tn>m mere illustrator or painter ••• craftsmen 1fho 
look upon their brushes prett:r much as a carpenter regards his saws and chisels, 
i.mplEents by which to earn an honeat dollar. There are J1a117 illustrators aDd 
easel painters who never pick up their pencil or brush unlen it is tor a com.-
JBi.ssioned picture. These are "commercial" artists, commercial in soul and in 
work. 
Ben Stahl is not a "CODmercial." artist. It is true tbat he makes a ve17 
good li"f'ing doing pictures tor magazines and advertising accounts, but he is 
not "commercial" in that boq and soul sense; he manages to find time to paint 
the things that be dreams about. He calls his canvases mere expe~ts 1 declar-
ing that he bas no intention to .mibit his work mtil he has painted soaet.bing 
that he considers .worth showing. 
Stahl' a canvasea go into national shows to win cODmendations and awards 
or are reproduced on the editorial and advertising pages of Aa&rica's leading 
magazines. He is a painter-illustrator wm moves !reel;r in tw worlds that 
are no lorager ~ separate as tbe;r once were. This artist is one or the p1Aoo ~ · 
Df!MI'8'9 helped break the barrier between tine art and illustration. 
Some imagrne that staDl bas imposed. his pictorial outlook upon the art 
directors, gi'ring them paintiDgs when tbq .would preter conventional Ulustra-
tions. But the truth is tbat be strives to practice illuatration as an art; 
;ret., he is also aware tbat it is a business. He bmds his restless cergiea 
to the deeper 1117steries ot mood, eotion and organization., and the tunctional 
aspect ot illustration comea into being as a natural b;r-prod.uct. 
Stahl is a tireless 10rkman. He works over his pictures with loving care, 
drawiDg tor sheer enjo,_nt, exploring teclmiques., experimenting w1 th shapes and 
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and tarsu :~ caressing his canvases with tree yet considc-ed brush sti'Okea. He 
is now an important figure in the illustration world:~ but his pictorial concep-
tions are too big tor him to teel more than mom..t.ar;r satisfaction with his own 
success. 
Tbe artist was not always a resp~cted member of the elite circle ot 
contemporary Ulustrators; he began painting as a youngster with cheap brushes 
and paints and a length ot rough textured oil cloth. He has bean at it ev«l" 
since. 
He taught at the Chicago Art Institute at a very early age. From here 
he went to Young;, Timmins aDcl Smith Studios:~ where· he began b:le apprenticeship. 
His chores were running errands;, cutting mats:~ pasting type and wrapping pack-
agee. But be was allowed to draw in his tree tiae:~ aDd there was the kind help 
ot the experienced mea who recognized his talent and liked his iDiustry and hia 
willingness to learn. During the live truittul years that itahl stayec1 with 
this studio:~ be sharpened his tecbaique and l.eamed the mecbanical background 
ot picture •king• 
In 1932:~ a depression year:~ he put all his bewt. vork in a porttollo and 
118llt to Chicago's .larl8st art service studio at that time:~ SteYens;, Sundblca 
and Stults. Stahl's prottolio proved that be was an indeapmsable .an wen 
in those times:~ and he was put iDmediately on the payroll. In a short time:~ 
be was working on tbe largest accounts. 
His paiDliing was not negleoted. during this time. He was painting in his 
apare ti:ae and exhibiting at the Art IDstitute. He had Delacroix, Kanet, Ingres, 
Raabrandt, Renoir, Toulouse-Lautrec and El Greco as his idols-and thq are still 
there innuecing his 10rk (Stahl is DOt ashamed to admit this opcml.7). 
Wb:Ue at the Steven's studios, the artist began to t eel the need tor a 
·more rounded experience so he went to the Ohicag9 Dail.7 len. Then tor sweral 
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;years, he DIOVed. trom one ~udio to another; back to 1;he S1;eYen1s organization~ 
then to Roger Gra'UIIBD and to the Fred. Cole Studios in Detroit. There were 
eYen some months devoted. to a ccmd.c strip. 
All this was iron discipline. But Stahl bad., above all, drive~ ambition, 
and a youthtul araor. This is colllllon enough, blt bow etten does it persist 
into tbe late twenties~ the thirties, anci, least ot all, the forties? Bat 
stahl has it in an indestructible torm. It has brought him to where he is 
today', and it will carrr him to where he hopes to be ;omorrow. 
Finally, the Saturda;y Evening Post sent him a manuscript, and other 
•gasines tollowed. ••• such mguines as the Aaerican lfagasine, Red.book, Toda;y's 
Woman, Coronet, Esquire~ etc. At last, he bad arrived. He and his wite moYecl 
to New York and then in a ;year's tiae to Westport. His studio bae changed 
troa a trout porch to a spaciou on~ overl.Dold.ng the hills , ot Connecticut • 
../ The burshee and paints are now tbe best; C&n"f'&S' gesso panels' and iUustra-
tion board baTe taken the place ot an oU cloth. But though there bave bem 
Dl8DY changes, the same lmDgry interest is there, the same absorption, the same 
drive to e:.x;pe;riMDt and. e~ore. 
Stabl.1s favorite paint.i.Dg Dl8dium. is oU; boverrer, he is now uaing more 
and more casein. Someti.aes he coBJid.nes these two ·me4i.a . and other tiaes he 
uses them s:iDgl;T. His pictures take tOl"'ll gradually and setS to grow treeq 
and natur8:l.ly. He keeps a painting tlexible all the~ to ita coapletion. 
This allows changes and. additions during the progressive stages ot the paint-
ing, which rea\ll.t;. :i:n. a better picture. 
He uses models rarely. He draws with a great deal. o.f' ease troa his 
. . 
:ilu.gination aDd usually bis pictures grow traa a series ot quickly executed 
aketehes. When the experiMntal. sketches result in an exciting solution, he 
ealargea this sketch treel;y onto tbe board or canvas and begins to paint directq. 
• 
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Some ot the important steps in the nclution ot. a typical Stahl painting 
are shown in Figures 88 through 92. Thq point out bis interest in the under-
lying emotion and drama in tbe text, and in the constant search tor JDOOd. Tbis 
last el•ent is one tbat is otten aDd s~ neglected b7 most ot the pmtograpbi.c 
schools ot illutrators, and it is an al.•ent, it not :Y!!, el•mt, that hae made 
Stahl the outstancling artist that he is toclq. 
Figure 88, 89 and 90 are tlree ot Stahl's tree preli•1MJ'7 I!Jketches tar a 
eto17 ia Todq1s Wcun •gazine. Be eul:aitted tbe rough in Figure 88 to tbe art 
editor vJ..th written coDmcts indicating wbat he 1Dt.cded. to do in tbe tim.l 
painting. 
Figure 88 
A Pre11m1 nary Rough tor a stabl nluatration 
The story is about a farm girlmrried to an iiiYalid and tempted to .u-der 
by' h~ own truatration aDd the taunti.Dg of another man who leaves b8:r · ·wheD he 
thinks he Dlight. be involved in a murder. Stahl 111ard;ed particularq to get an 
eartl\r quality which would nggeet ths cbaracter of tbe story. He also pbinted 
out to the art editor that the an wul.d be shown pulling 11W81'·1n disgut. Tbis 
idea was approved • 
The sketch shown in Figure 91 vas made to d.aonstrate JIOre clear~ bow 
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Figure 89 
A Dwelopact ot the Rough 
Aa tbe picture progressed, Stahl thought. that it was getting too close 
to the COilY'entional "be and abe" illustration. He atruggl.ea to expreas tlw 
t~U, gloca, dynamic action aDi depression tba.t. were in the st.oZOT• He 
tinaJl;r succeeded when he added SEIIIB twisted atUII.pa and branches into the 
background; this helped to Jll&k:e the caaposition move. 
Figure 90 
The aketch shown in Figure 91 vas JUde to demonstrate JIOre clearly bow 
the abstract forma ot the illustration project drama aDd IIOOd. Tbis sketch 
could be wen 110re abstract and still. ca:rrr the &tOJ"7'• .ooci and teel.i.Dg. 
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Figure 91 
Developaent ot tbe Abstract Forms 
Form serYes two purposes in this Stahl 1llutration: the creation Gt 
strong architectural structure and at the same time~ the creation of a mood. 
The mood is a result of certain structures and arrangement;s of fora as is 
esthetic spirit. 
In Figure 92~ the reader can see the completed illustration before some 
elight changes were •d.e at the request at the art editor. It appeared in the 
June~ 19SO issue ot Today1s Woman. The artist had little use tor models or 
. photographs because be knew j'U8t what he wanted and no model could possibl.y get 
into the preconceived poses that be bad in mind. He did use small p.rt.s of 
photograplul, bDweTer, such as a band here and a told there. 
Figure 92 
The Pinished Illustration. 
Ben stahl otters this advice to students: 
Go at ,.our picture with consistent sustained emotional fervor 
throughout. One cannot paint one part with spl.rit and another with 
a eol.cl acadeaic exactitude and expect the result to be coneista.1 
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The artist notes that students are constantq tbinld ng ot tiD:iabing a 
picture ot part ·of it. They- tr;y to obtain a tiniahed look ialnediat~ by .tuss-
ing with details, high lights, etc. And, the artist sqs that they do 1bia trom 
the beg1Dning all the W&¥ tllrough to the completion. 
The artist goes on to sq: 
Thie. is an approach that is not only wrong but veey barmtul. 
One should go through the eire process ot paint.ing a picture 
troll start to tiDish eplOJing the same aet.bod aDd •intaining 
the same attitude that was aaplO)"ed at tbe atart. A -.lJ. detail 
or section of the picture sbould DOt be haggled over at the expense 
ot the wb:>1e picture. At the very end. ot the job we may refine and. 
polish up-b¢ o~ at the very end.2 
1. P1tz, H. c., 11Ben stahl", American Artlst, Sept.Gber 1950, p. 37. 
2. Ibid. I P• 40. 
It is interestin& t.o compare some ot St&bl1 s recent pain~ings and illustra-
tions with his earlier works. B7 doing thia, the reader will be able to mt.i.ce 
the influence ot the Masten who were mentioned previously in· the work ot tl:d.e 
modern master. Take tor example the painting shown in Figure 9.3. 
This is an easel painting by Ben Stahl entitled "The WoW. . The p.inting 
,. . 
quality here is superb; there is an obvious familiarity to Toulouse-W.utrec in 
'" 
tbe quiet 1 ·silhouetted figure ot the man. The iaaPLration tor this nonco.te-
sioned painting vas "Haaa" by llldle Zola. It ia not an illUstration ot a par-
ticular episode, but it breathes the atmospaere ot the whole stor;r. 
Here again1 then, is the ever present interest in mood; the somber silence 
ot the dressing room. Loold.Dg at this painting, one gets the impression that 
not a word is being spoken between the occupants ot the r001111 yet. the figures 
are alive and breathing, the fruit on the table is d.elicious and the wine is 
wonderfully aged. Here, the reader sees true art, not "CODID9rci&l" illustration; 
the quality ot dramatic r .. and quiet action is inwardJ.3 telt. 
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Figure 93 
"Tbe Wolf", A Painting by' Ben Stahl 
In Figure 94 is pictured a reproduction ot aa illustration for a story 
that appeared in the Saturday Evening Post; the stoey was "Concerto" by 
Edgar Jean Bracco. This illustration was done in 1945, aeveral. ;years pt'ior 
to the painting shown in Figure 93. It is iut;eresting to notice the dit-
terence in tbe handling ot the paint. 
Figure 94 
An Illustration by Ben stahl 
Tbare is considerable outlining epl07M in tbis ha.lttone reproduction; 
notice the pianist's shirt and vest, the mirror on the wall, the tloow boards, 
etc. Here again the mood is established and the, .. painting quality is tree and 
bol.d. 
However, it is not untU recenliq that Beo st.abl. las really made~· of the 
tree aethod ot painting. In Figures 95, 96, and 97, one JIJa3' see paintinga that 
are concrete examples ot Stahl's tree paiut:.ing; notice the freeness of the appli-
cation of tbe paint, in Dl.8ll1' cases, a mer-e scumbling in ot the color or Talus. 
Here, the artist is interested in form not the academic shape ot an object or a 
figure. Tba reader should be able to detecli the infiuence ot the Di.neteeath 
century French artists in these reproduct.ions. The Renoir coloring is Tery 
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prominent 1n the bat pictured iD Figure 96. In this same illustration, the 
Degas quality- is retlected in the two girls in the background. Degas' iDtlumce 
is also BOticeable in Figure 97 in tbe tigu.re ot the sewing "'IIIDD&l\; note the 
Tibrance and aliveness ot that beautitul yel.l.ow patch. 
Figmoe 95 
Detail ot a Ben stahl Illustration 
Figure 96 
Another Detail ot a Ben Stahl Illustration 
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Figure trt 
The Degas Intluenee 
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In this writer's opi.Dion, the girl abolm in Figure 98 is the most beauti-
ful ti.gar:"e that Stabl has 'Wer painted.. It is alive with JDOY81118nt and color, 
and ita rb;ytbllic line is mrvelous~ capt.ure4 on the canvas. It is a wonderful 
and true example ot p11re pai.nting and solid form. It is easy to see the Renoir 
coloring in this picture again; the drawing ot the W*a t..:L.e tol"'l is anot.har 
tenoir Char&c1;eriatic. All of this renect& the artist I 8 CODStaDt desire to 
ccabine two distinct arts, Mapzine Illustration and FiDe Art. 
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Figure 98 
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In these last few pages, the reader has seen SCIIIle paintings and illustra-
tions b7 an · American painter-illustrator 1 Ben stabl.. In ths, it is possible 
to see bow forms and colors and rhytbu are kept in a moviDg state~ That is 
mainl7 due to tha tact tba.t the artist practises what he preachea.; he ps.ints 
intent]T and intenael7. He keeps his paintings JDOYing along as a wbole ••• be 
doun1t allow a si.Dgle passage ot paint to remain it it does not "moTe" with 
the rest ot the picture. 
The probls ot putting "lite" or "spirit" into a painting is difficult, 
but. b7 keepi.Dg bi.mselt tree to change and moc1ity the pb7sical to1'118 on hU 
caDTas 1 Stahl finds that creation ot "lite• enterillg subt~ into the coapoei-
tion. 
He hu the dissatiataction ot all good, eager, creative spirits; as bue7 
as be is, he draws and paiDts tar the joy in it. ·It is almost inerltable tbat 
his work w:l.ll change, tor be is alWB¥• eearcldog ••• he is atill on hie WB¥• 
CHAPT.Im nn 
RESEARCH PII>CEWRE AND SOURCES OF DATA 
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It was the writer •s opinion tba.t the met.hods and wrld.ng habits of 
contsporaey American illustrators have never been presented in a solid, 
informative stud7. Therefore, he bas, in the first twelve chapters, tried 
to give the reader an intenaive covering of the aubjeet at hand ••• 80118thing 
that has not been done bet ore. ·All tbe books that the writer reviewed. on 
the subject did not. cover the coaplete tecboioal procedures of the indivi-
dual artists; th:ia fact. was a stiaDlus tor the writing of this atudJ'. 
There was a great deal ot information available in books aDd •guinea, 
pamphlets and. periodicals concerning various lll8tb0ds of artistic expression. 
There were also nwilllr.ous books and. pamphlets available on certain artists 
and their vorkli. Same o~ these artists were discussed. collectively in one, 
two, or sweral vol\lau, wb:Ue others bad their ow i.Dd.ivid.ual po.blications. 
Hone of these books covered. the subject COilpletel.T, as was prnio~ men-
tioned.. Therefore, it was decided tbat. this thesis would concern itself with 
the exam1 ning ot the •tbod.s and techniques ot twelve Aaerioan illustrators. 
THE QUFSTIOMNAIRE 
In order . to assist the writer 1m the d.eYelo}'&ent ot each chapter and 
to keep bis at.erial up-to-date, a questionnaire was designed and. sent out. 
to a total ot t.went7-ei.gbt magaziM illustrators; this twent7-eig1Z included 
the previ~ selected. twelve. This group of illustrators represents the 
outstanding ••bers of the hi~ competitive tield ot agazine illustration. 
There are soae in the group 1fhQ u::r b~ considered newccmers to tbe top ranka 
ot the illustration &1"11\T, and there are others who have been leaders in this 
field practicall7 since it began. The addressee ot these artists were obtained 
from the book, WHO'S Wll) IH .AHBBICAN ART. The -n wb:tse a.cldreaaes were not 
to1Uld in this book received their questionnaries through one ot the aagasinea 
tor which tbq work; in this caseJ the writer woulcl send. the questioDDaire 
to the mgasine and tbe aguine woulcl in turn forward it to the particular 
artist. These magazines (~ particularJ the Satlll"ddq Evening Pon. and Esquire . 
aagazines) WC"e also Tery hel.phl in sup~ the writer with pictorial~ 
reterenee material.. 
The questionnaire was designed to COYer tour u.jor and personal (in 
t81"JJS ot the artist's working habits) pbasee. Tl:lere was also included in the 
tcra an op;ional section devoted to an;,y extra intoration tba.t the artist 
might care to gi"Ye the writer. out of the twenty-two artists who returaed. 
a completed questioDDaire only ten cboae not to complete tbia part. 
An exact cop;y ot the queationna:ire ~~a.;r be seeo in Appendix A. 
A l.etter and a stamped. cvelope ecldressec:l to the writer was sent alODI 
with fl'leey questionnaire. A cow ot the l.etter J/JIJ.)" be seeD in Appendix B. 
The following is a coaplete list of all the aiTtista who returned a 
queatiennaire; there were twtllt)"-t110 in all. The re.W.ts ot all the tind-
i.Dgs are based. on this nlllber. 
Constantin Alajal.ov 
Geottr-.r Biggs 
James BiDghaa 
AutiD Briggs 
Pruett caner 
Dean Cornwell 
Stevan Dobanos 
Jolm Falter 
Robert. Fawcet\ . 
Joba Groth 
Robert Harris 
Dong Ki DgM-11 
Tea Lcwel.l 
Fred Lwlekens 
Robert Riggs 
Norman Rockvell 
Al11X Ross 
Mead Schutter 
Amos Sewell 
Be Stal'll , 
Harolcl Von Scbaicit 
Cob)' Wld.tmore 
Books. Because the writer waat4td this queationna:lr• answered on a basis 
ot the persoD&l reactions ot the indi:'t'idual. artistsJ it was not dwelopecl trca 
arrr books or si.Slar ~cations pErtaining to the subject. The :mterial 
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covered in the questionnaire was takeo froa tbe writer's own lmowl.edge of 
the subject. There were seYeral. books •Plo7ed. in the writing of the first 
rart of the thesia; bowever, these books served as reterer.a.ce mtar1al only. 
!agazinea. The moat \ISe.tul and int~esting uterial concerned with tbe 
variou procedures epl.o7ed. b7 tbe ll&gazine illustrators ot today' is to be 
found in the profeasioD&l art ugaziDea. Several. ot these magazines ware 
used. in connection with the first twelve cbapt;era ot this thesis. 
A coaplete list of all books and magazine a ua eel in 8D7 lf81' by' this 
writer will be toUDd in the Bibliography. 
'). 
CHAPTER XIV 
QUESTIONNAIRE RESULTS AND THEIR Illft.ICATIOMS 
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The results of the following tables should prove to be more than intereat.-
ing to the serious art student and tbe young .illustrator. In them he will tiDd 
the opinions of twenty-two top magazine illustratora ••• he will eee their re-
actions to the media tbat tbey prefer to use, the type of manuscript, they 
prefer to illustrate, the magazine that gave ths a start, etc. The results 
are taken directly trom the artists' returned questionaairea; wba.t the reacler 
reads is a true picture of the situation. 'l'he writer bas attempted neither 
to clalge any ot the facts nor the outcomes of tbose facts in tbe tinal 
a.nal7sis. The artiste listed in the tables ine~ud.e only those who retlU"Ded 
a compl.et,ed flllestiomsaire, and the results wUl therefore rater to tba.t 
nllllber (twenty-two). 
The reader wlll note that the writer baa not named all ot the magazines 
in all of the table headj ngs. The reason tor this is because of the limited 
apace. EYen with a recluction of the total ntlllber ot maguilles., there would 
not be enough room on a aingl.e sheet of :r;aper. Therefore, the writer 1aa 
developed the followi.ng kq which will simplify the space probl.•: 
Original Magazine Abbreri.ation 
Aaeri.can 
Argosy 
Blue Book 
Boy's Lite 
C9llier1a 
Co ... politan 
C~untey Gentlaaan 
Esquire 
Fi~d & Streaa 
Fortune 
Good Housekeeping 
Harpel"' s Bazaar 
Home Beautitul 
Ladies 1 Home Joura.al 
Am. 
Arg. 
Bl.Bk. 
B.L. 
Co~. 
Cos. 
c.a. 
Esq. 
F.&S. 
For. 
G. H. 
H.B. 
H.Be. 
L.H.J. 
Original Magazine Abbrerl.ation 
Libert;r 
Lite 
McCall's 
Oatdoor Lite 
Pictorial Revie 
Redbook 
Saga 
Saturday EYeni.Dg 
Post 
Sports llluatrated. 
SUnaet. 
This Week 
Town lc Countey 
True 
Woman 1 s Home Companion 
Lib. 
LU'e 
Me 
o.t. 
P.R. 
a .a. 
:sa • ... 
s.E.P. 
Spo. 
Sun 
Th.W. 
T.~cc. 
True 
W,H.C. 
l.S.S 
It should be explained here that the writer will onl.7 include in his 
tablu those u.gazinea that detird.tel¥ received. one or 110re recognitions 
by' the artists involved. In this wq the reader will not be concerned with 
uy itEIIlS that lave no bearing on the ruulta ot the table. 
The . writer has used the same method tor the list and D8-m1ng ot al1 the 
media. To conserve space and time., be las -"'e a key- tor the reader to 
follow: 
Original. Mediua 
Bruh & Ink 
CUein 
Olarcoal. 
COlored Inks 
Deeign_.s' Colora 
GOuache 
Ink & Wash 
Lithograph Crqon 
one 
Pen & Ink 
Scratchboard 
T•pera Paints 
Water Colors 
T.A.BLE! 
Abbreviation 
Br.& Ink 
ea •• 
.. Char. 
C&l.I. 
Dee • . 
Gou. 
I.w. 
Li. 
Oil 
P.I. 
Sra 
T•• 
wa. 
The following table is devised tram the first question on . the question-
naire ( tbe reader is aaked to reter to Appmdix A). It shews just wbieh 
magazine was the first to publish the illustrations ot eacb. ot the artists. 
The implications ot this table are to be found 1mmediatel1' tollowilsg it.. 
TABLE I 
-
MAGAZIHES* THAT FIRST PUBLISHED THE ILLUSTRATIONS OF THE 
SELECTED ARTISTS WHO WERE OOMPABATIVELY lJNKNOWN AT THE TlME 
BL .. Artist B.la. mc: Eol. Esq. For. H.B. L.H.J. Lib. Lite Red. S.E.P. Sa. 
Alajal.ovl-
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
Do banos X 
Falter 
Fa:wcet.t X 
Groth X 
Harrl.• X 
X 
Lovell 
J.lidekena X 
Ria a X 
Rockwell 
Rosa · 
Scbaetter X 
Sewell X -
Stahl X 
Von Scblidt X 
Wbi:t.ore 
1. Mr. AlajalOT did not rcaaber 
IMPLICATIONS OF TABLE I 
This table indicates that the Sat'Ul"Clq EYeDi.Dg Post was the :magaziae 
that was tbe most receptive tO young ideas, in that it was the first to 
pnbliah the illustrations of eight comparatively unkno110. artists. This is 
still a conaon practice with this DBgazine. The writer las . been studying 
the pages ot several magazines tor soae tille, and tbe Post is CODStantly mak-
iDg use of new talents, new techniques and. new peraonalities; m.an;r ot the 
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names that have been signed to Post illustratioas are nn both to the Post 
and to the tield ot magazine illustration itselt. The reason that tbis 
.agazine encourages new and young talent is probably because the Post recog-
nizes the lUted tor a continual.l7 new 11tace" tor their pages; but this is not 
enough. The reading public is alwaylS looking tor ditterent things, and that 
is just what the Post is always striving to give. 
A. generalization might be made hel"e: the Post 1a willing to take 
cbancea With unknow talent 11'1 order to stq in the good tavor ot the ~ericaa 
reading plblic. 
T.lBl.E!! 
In t~e tollowiug table the reader w:Ul tind the aagasinea that are now 
aapl.oying the selected illustrators. All ot the artists, with the exceptions 
ot Mr. Alajalov and Mr. Cormrell, are aapl.oJ'ed. with at lean one ot the Jl&g&-
zines mentioned. The artists untionecl above are ao longer cploy-ed with the 
magazine phase ot illustration; Mr. Alajalfn' 1a J;&illting on lids olll, and Mr. 
Cornwall ia cloing calendar ll0rk:1 institutional ads, and aural exclusivel1'. 
ODqa again, the :l:aplications tollow the table. 
TABLE g 
JUC.AZTJF.S* F<fi WHICH TIE ILLUSTRAT<ES lUi \OlK 
. · 
·• • ~! 
! d a ~ 
~ ~ I~ • 0 ~ • • :a ~ • • '~ • ~-~ 0 ~ • Artist j It = • M ! 1'>!1 i ~ 8 J d • ~ • • M 0 I'Jl I'Jl ... !it 
AlajaJ.o.,J. .. 
Biua X X 
Rin~hA. X X X 
Bria:s X X 
·eaner X X X X 
Cormrel.J.2 . 
.Do banos X 
Falter ,. X 
Fawcet.t X IX X X •·.· X 
Groth X X X X X X X 
Harris X IX X X X 
K'inttha• X X 
Lovell X 'X X IX; IX 
Ludekeos X X X. X 
R'lttt18 X 
Rockwell X 
Rosa X X · X X 
Scbaetter X IX X 
Sawall X - ~ rx IX · x X 
stahl X X · x X .x X 
Von Sct.d.dt X 
Whitmore X X X · x • 
*The reacler is ret erred to page~ 154 tor the kq ot abbreriations 
J.. Mr • .Al.ajalov d.ou uot work tor aD7 magaziDa nov. 
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2. Mr. Comvell is Dtnf doing caltlldar work, iDstitut.i~nal. ads, . aDd a<ae IIUI"als. 
IMPLICATIONS OF TAELE II 
By" studying Tabl.e II caretul.l7, t be reader will be abl.e to see that the 
Saturdq Evening Post is mentioned again. ftd.a aagazine eplo7s aore top 
artists {as sbown in the table) than azq ot the other u.gazines DIUD.es. It 
should. be pointed ollt that simply because it t!IDlpl.oye more artists, it does 
Jiot necessarily mean that it has more artists on its pqroll; it mereq 
iDdicates that the Po~ . uses mre ot the top illustrators' wrks. A .aga.zine 
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auch as Argoq or Good Housakeepl.Dg may actual.l.y have more artists on ita 
statr, but they would DOt, or JBq" not, be ot the selected group D&med here. 
The reader can also note that Jobn Groth is the most anple;re<t artist in 
this group according to the table; he "WOrks tor seYen publications. Ben St.ahl 
is second on the list having six magaziaee tor which be warks. 
TABLE m 
Table W indicates the media the artiwts choose tor their c:1aily work. 
Here again the reader is asked to turn to the key ot abbrerl.ations which is 
on page 155. B.r studying the table, the reader will see that not every artist 
has •de tour choices regarding his favorite media, so the results will be 
changeable. This is pointed out in tbe implications tollow:l.ng tbe table. 
Artist 
Alajalov 
Biruz:a . 
J:H 
' 81!'108 
caner 
·· Cornwall 
Do banos 
Falter 
Fawcet-t 
Groth 
Harris 
· K i 1"UI'I11Jit.n 
Lovell 
Lud.ekens 
. Rilta:s 
Rockwell 
Rosa 
Sch&ettv 
seven . 
Stahl 
TABLE _m 
MEDIUM al MEDIA OF THE ARTISTS' CHOICE 
IIIDICATIBG THE .ORDE CF THEIR PB.EFFlmNCE 
. ' 
Brie 
IDk Cas Char COli Des Gou I&W ILi 
~ 4 
1 
ou 
2 
2 ·. - 1 
1 
'~ ·• 1 
1 ~4_ ', 
.. 
' 2 1 
.. 
' 1 2 
4 .3 
1 
... 2 3 
2 1 
2 l. ~ 
2 4 .. 
' l 
2 1 _4_ 
-3 . l. 
1 ~ 
l. 
Von Scl:Didt 3 2 1 
Whitmore 2 1 1 
Pi Sra T• Wa 
1 
1 
.. 
. .. 2 
] 2 
2 1 
1 
4 1 
3 l. 
2 
.. 3 
~ 
2 ~ 
.. 
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IMPLICATIONS OF TABLE III 
In this table, the reader may see the artists' actual. preferences re-
gardiDg aedia. It was devised. priJBarily to show the reader which artists . 
•ploy which •dia and in which order. Tbe results as to the most popular 
m.ed:La are shown in Tabl.e IV. It should be noted here, bowwer, that not 
all ot the artists have mde tour selections; this attects the .tinal results 
in the f'ollowi.Dg table. 
TABLE IV 
In this table, the reader will see the results that were given in the 
preceding table ••• hC"e the results are abollll, not by- artists• preferences 
individually, but rather by the number of' artiats choosing a pa.rtioular 
aedi:ua as .their n1aber one c}lc)ice, nlDber tw choice, etc. 
TABLE n 
MEDIA MOST POPULAR 'WITH Sl!:LECTED ARTISTS, 
BASED OH. THE RESULTS . FOUHD IH ~. m 
. I 
" 
I \ '. 
Medium lst choice 2nd chOice ·3rQ cb>ice ~h choice 
Brush & Ink 0 2 l l 
Casein '3 4 2 l 
Charcoal 0 . 0 . 0 l 
Colored Inks 0 l .. 0 0 
DesiJmfll"S 1 Colora l l m 0 
Gouache 2 l l l 
Ink & Wash 0 0 l 0 
Litboa-a"Dh Or~n 0 l () l. 
01la ll l 0 2 
Pm & Ink 0 2 0 l. 
Scrato.b8oard 0 0 l 0 
TIII:Dera Paints 1 0 l 0 
Water Colara 4 4 3 0 
Total n-.er of' artists 22 17 ll 8 ll&ld.ng a selection 
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IMPLICATIONS OF TABLE IV 
According to the table, oUs are the most popalar aedi:ua with the selected 
azotiats; water color was the second :most popular, and casein the third aost 
popular. 
OUs were selected b7 SO per cent ot the total group as their number 
one choice. The rea80n tor this is probably due to the tact tbat this medi• 
is mere permanent thall the rest 1 it allows a great deal more treecla when pa.1Ja-
ing1 and it is capable ot excellent renclering and Jmdeling when properq bandled. 
This mq mean the illustration aad painting courses uov being given in art 
schools should pleD to includ.e more study and practise in tba metbods cd 
teclmiques or oU pain~ing. In. recent yearsi it s..as to have bee the general 
treo4 tor art. students to combine media in the search for a new and exciting 
teclmique. This table 1 however, shows that the most accept;ed. mecli:ma is an ol.ci 
taTOrite, oUs. Perbape the st\Jdent should look for a new twist in an ol.d 
stand-by. 
It should be pointed oat that DOt all of the artists gave four selectioDs 
(this is shown at tba bottom ot the table). T}Wrefore, this table's results 
catmOt be conclusive. TS. writer teels that U a.ll twct7-two artists gave 
tour choices regallding their tavot:lte aedl.a, tbl final results woul.d be 
cbangecl consi.derabq. 
TAUV 
The tollovi.Dg table shows the artists• preferences regardiDg tbe types 
of DBDuacrip;s the7 like to illutrate. This is a record of the i.Ddi'ri.d.ual 
preferences; the total resul.ts are to be ~ound in Tabl.e ~- It shollld be noted 
that bere again tb3 artie:ts did not; Dake tour choices in all cases. 
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In this tabl.e# the writer bad to make use of abbreviations again. The 
kBy to these abbrerl.ations follows: 
Adventure 
Animal 
American Landscape 
Boy and Girl 
Children 
Cont•por&rT 
FamiJ.7 
Fantaq 
Historical 
Htaan Interest 
Industrial 
Abbreviation 
Adv 
Ani. 
AmL 
B&.G 
Child 
Cont 
Fam 
Fant 
Hiat 
1bD I 
Indus 
TABLE Y 
.:.:=:=-
Origt na] 'bp! 
Magazine Cover• 
Military 
Mystery 
Natural Hifiory 
Pretty Girl 
Scientific 
Sea 
Sperts 
still Life 
streets & Buildings 
Western 
TIPES OF MANUSCRIPTS OF THE ARTISTS' CHOICE 
DDIOA'l'DD TIE CIU)l!R OF THEIR PREFERENCE 
Abbreviation 
Mag Co 
Milt 
Hirst 
Nat H 
PrGi 
Sci 
Sea 
Sport 
st+Li 
Sts &lg 
West 
' 
Art in ~~ · ~~H~!--~~ t~~~ !1~~oS!!~I!~~i~~~~~~!~ 
"' 
Ala_1alavl- I 
Bi.U:s l2 l ll 
. l:ii fta'hala l 2 
·'AP-I aoas:Z . 
Oarter l 2 
Cornwell 2 l 
Do banos 3 l 14 2 
Falter l 
Fawcett:z 
Groth 3 4 2 ~ 
· Harris l 2 3 
If ·h'laiiUIIft ~ 1 
.LoTell l 14 2 11 
Ludekll18 3 4 
Bias 4 13 ll 2 
Rockwell - l 
Ross 2 14 l 13 
Schaeffer 1 - 2 !3 
s..u. _l l 2 
Stabl 3 ll 2 
Von Scmd.dt , !4 2 l 
Wldt.re 2!3 14 1 
1. · ·Mr. AlajalOT did DDt answer this question and gaT~ no reason tor not 
~.waring. 
2. The reader~ asked. to see the implications at Table V tor an explana-
tion regarding Hr. Briggs and Mr. Fawcett. 
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IMPLICATIONS CF TABLE V 
In this table~ the rea48!.' SHS the individual artist's preterencu regard-
ing types of manuscript;s . tbat he cares to illustrate. A table . such as this one 
might; nll. be tound ia tae tiles ot the art directors of the JDDre popular :aaga-
sine•• This would save hill a great deal ot time ancl money in the long rm. 
because~ b7 consulting thie table~ he •uJ.cl know enough not to give an artist 
urr manuecript in which that &J'i;iat ba.• no interest; all the intormation would 
be recorded on. the table. For example~ a capable art. editor or director would 
uot give Alex Ross a -. story that is concemed with the old West; b;y ret erring 
to the table~ be would see that the artist•s interests are in a di:ttereot area. 
en the ret.urned questionnaires of Mr. Austin Briggs and Mr. Rebert 
Fawcett there were aoBDents writtm regardi.J:Ig thie question. Mr. Briggs 1a'Ote 
•such divisions as those are uathe.a to ae and I avoid typing as I would the 
plague.• Mr. Fawcett was very disturbed by tbis particular question; at the 
. 
bottom of his questioanaire~ he 11rote~ •stop cateprizing ••• illustration is 
illutra.tion I Historical and contemporary should COYer it. n It •s of great 
interest to tlle writer to know that the artists were aom.ewbat disturbed b;y 
80118 parts ot the questionnaire. 
It was aleo interesting to aote the various areas in which the illua-
trators •bowed sane interest. 
In the following table, the reader will note the results ot Table V. 
Here is an acCUIIUlation of t.be • terial tlat was recorded in tbe previous 
table. · This table ~ auch th! aaae as Table IV • in that it~ too~ 1• ba•ed 
on a prerloUII table •s results. The implications ot this table 1d.ll be 
found iDmediatel.y following the table itselt. 
TYPES OF MANUSCRIPI'S TH\T ARE POPOLAR WITH THE SELECTED 
ILLUSTRA'J.'(ES1 BASED ON THE RESULTS FOOliD IN TABLE V 
· Bulbar of Artist• 
Type of manuacripl; let choice 2nd -choice .3r<l -choice 
Athrenture 3 1 5 
AnjmaJ 0 1 ~- 2 
American .Landscape 1 0 0 
Boy & Girl 2 2 0 
Children 1 1 l 
Con tau: 0 0 0 
Fam:l.b" 0 1 0 
FantaSY 1 (i) 0 
Historical 4 4 0 
Hu.an Int.-est l 0 0 
Industrial 0 0 l . 
MUazine Cover l . o 0 
M:U.i ta.ry_ . 0 ... 2 .. 0 
Knteri' 0 . . 1 0 
Natural. Histon. 0 G 0 
Pretty Girl 1 1 2 
Scieatitie 1 0 0 
sea 0 1 1 
S...J)Qrls 1 0 0 
Still Life 0 1 0 
streets & Buildine:s .. . 1 () . 0 
Western 1 1 1 
Total n\Dber of artists 
•A1rina a selection 22 17 ll 
lHPLIGATIONS OF TABLE VI 
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~h choice 
1 
1 
0 
1 
. o 
0 
.2 
0 
2 
.o 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
8 
The writer believes that the results of this table are not conclusive, 
aa was the oaae in Table IV, , In. t.be-~-first , place, it allauld be remembered 
that three artists did not answer this q11eation; therefore, the re~ta are 
based on the opinions of nineteen artists. Seeond.ly 1 again as in Table IV 1 
uot all of the nineteen artists gave tour selections; some gave two 1 others 
three, and 80lll8 only one. The 'tcotal nUIIlb4lr ot artists wbo did giTe selections 
is to be found at the ead ot the tabl.e. 
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Final.l.y, the termino~ogy used in this question may bave easi.J.T contused 
the illustrators, causing their answers to vary. As an example, Ben Stahl's 
conception of a "western" type Ulwstration or manuscript ma.y di.tter consider-
ably trc:a that of this writer 1 s. Another example might be the case of Robert 
Riggs. This artist checked "historical" as his first choioe and •western" as 
his second. He may think that all. "westerns" a,zoe "historical", thus allowing 
his second choioe to be intlumced by his first"' 
Ther~ore, tbe _llll"iter feels that the res'\U.ts of this tabl.e are not valid 
due to a l&Ck of flxplaDation of the:.·terms invQ~ved (enclosed with the question-
naire, perhaps) on the part o:r the writer. 
.. . . 
A SUMMARY OF THE QUESTIONNAIRE RESULTS 
As stated in Chapter XIII, tbe purpose of the questionnaire was to assist 
the writer in the developDent ot eaeh of the first twelve chapters devoted to 
the technical practices .. or a selected group or magazine illustrators. The 
questionnaire was veey valuabl.e in this sense, but it also helped the writer 
attain certain :tactual information regarding the receptivenes~~S or llagazines 
toward yo1mg talent, the most acceptable mediwa according to the illustrators, 
and. sevaral. other important factors. 
In .Table I, the reader rolJDd the Saturday' Evening Post to be the maga-
sine most interested in new comers to the illustration field during the early' 
dqs of the tw.rt.y-two artists. It was pointed out by the writer, that this 
magasine st.ill seems to maintain that passionate interest in new races, new 
techniques, new ideas. These findings shoul.d be of interest to botb. the 
young beginning illustrator and the art student who is pl.anniDg to enter the 
h:l.ghl.y compet,itive field of magazine illustration. 
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Table II showed the :magasines tba.t the ind.ivid.ual artists work tar at the 
preseat time. It also indicated the magazine that EmplOJ'S the greatest number 
ot these illustrators, the Saturday Evening Post, again. 
The oil medillll still se•s to be the favorite with 50 per cent of the 
illustrators wbo returned a questionnaire. This was shown in Table III and 
IV. This would seEm to necessitate the concentration of the art schools on 
the methods and teclmiques of oil painting; it could cert.ainly do the student 
no harm. Table ni also showed the individual artiat•s preference as to medium. 
Table V gave the reader a clear picture or the individual artist's prefer-
ence regardiDg types of JE.nuscript.s. In Table VI, it is shown "that the n'tDber 
one choice of the illustrators was tbe "historical" type; a close second was 
the "adventure", and third was the "boy and girl" type. However, it was 
pointed out that tbe results of this table were not too valid because ot the 
lack of returns for this particular question. 
All in all, the questionnaire was considered a success by the writer. 
It ba.d an unexpected return percentage (twenty-two out of twenty-eight returned); 
it helped. the ~ter considerablY' in his research for Chapters I through ni; 
it made the writer • s text; authentic and up-to-date; and it gave the readers, 
young illustratore, and art students a chance to compare one artist with 
another in several ways. 
This questionnaire does not specifically indicate a need for a~hing, 
rather, it shows the various interests the selected artists have in cat.ain 
areas of work. It also showed the artists • concern tor helping make this 
stuq successtul.. 
CHAP'l'm X'l 
SUMMARY, OONCLUSIOHS, AND REOOMMEHDA.TIO:te FCli FURTHIR STUD! 
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This chapter incluiee a factual report; of the metbocis •ployeci in pro-
ducing tbt first twelye chapters of this thesis as well as certain concluaions 
regarding the pl"actical use of these chapters as a text.. A SUIDID&I")" ot the 
results of the retumed questionnaires will be given, and recamaendations tor 
further stw.tT, based on the result& of the questionnaires, will be presented. 
Metbods E!llplozeci ia Producing!!!! First Twelve Chapters 
A great deal of the 'Ml"itten :ma.terial for the first twelve chapters ot this 
thesis was taken frca the writer's 01m knowleege of the aubject, as well as 
from several professional ma.gazines. The publication :1110st frequently used was 
the American Artist •gaziDe. The •jority of the black and white reproductions 
were take directly from tbe pages of thiS magazine; in 8010 cases, photostats 
ot thsse reproductions had to be made in order to have enough pictorial mterial 
for the eotire 'tihesis. 
The Saturday Evening Post vas of great assistance to the writer 1m that 
it supplied h:im with a noticable amount. of full color reproductions taken traa 
the pages of its magaziRB. The Post was also h&l.ptul by gi'ring to this writer 
a listing of all its dealers in back issues. From these dealers the writer 
was able to obtain the illustrations that the Post itself could not send him. 
The dealer to whom the writer ref'errecl to the most waw the Midtown Book and 
Magazine Shop, Sixth Avenue at 42nd Street, Hew York, Hew l'ork. 
The first twelve chapters which were deYOted to the technical procedures 
and. working aet.boda of the selected. twelve illustrators, were written to give 
the reader a full account; of the art.ists' painting habits, This vas done by 
shwing the reader, with the help of the pictorial -.terial, a coaplete, step 
liJ7 step procedure that the artists use in painting an illustration for 
publication. 
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'l'be figures were injectecl into tbe text. in an. order that the writer 
hopes would make tar simplified reading and eaq OOllpl"ehmsion. 
ll!! PossibilitY_g_.f_! ~· 'l'h8 lllriter feels that the first twelve 
chapters of this thesis migllt. well be used as an uplmri~or.r text tor art 
school courses dealing lCl.th various forma or illustration. These chapters in 
the form ot a text could help art students and young illustrators further under-
stand the technicalities or the illustration world. The pictorial •terial is 
easi~ adaptable to re:p~"oduction. However, before this could be aecomplished., 
the permission of certain publications must be obtained. The reason tor this 
is simply because the pictorial :matc-ial appeared as illustrations in various 
magazines such as the Post, Colliers, etc. 
IJ!! Attitude!,!:!!!! Illustrators. The returns ot the questionnaires were 
very satisfactory (tventy--tw out ot twent;r-eigbt returned). This succus was 
brought about by the illutrators 1 interest in the writer' a study'. Nlmterous 
questionnaires contained additional intol"JJI&tion and co:m.ents regarding this 
particular proj eet and other related areas. All ot the questionnaires were 
returned to the writC" within t11'811tt days. This again evidences the artists• 
interest. Tbe writer feels that the illustrators were indeed interestecl in 
this atud7 &Dd that they- longed to help art stlldcts and beginning illuetrators 
in some amall way-. 
Magazine Illustration!!~ Profession. This is a field where every man 
has to be a creator in order to survive. The train1 ng that one recei vea in 
art school is, howeYer, intensive and thorough, but sometimes not enough to 
allow the graduate to meet the business wrld face to face. The recent.~ 
graduated art student must become used to wald ng pictures to tit an entirel.y 
new series or requirements, different from those he would have attained. in 
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most art schools throughout the country. His picture will be •de net tor 
himself, or bia colleagues, or the art critics. They will be na de for a 
selected segaet of the American public. Thlrt group will not be interested 
in techrdcal. probl.a or the latest trend in the arl world. 'nle.y v:Ul be 
interested in the telling pi.ctori&l presentation of thinga within their Ola1 
experience. The;y will understaud good drawing and cr&ttaaanahip. 
The ·young illustrator should realize that his . work is linked with the 
print.ed word. His subject matter is not sODBtbing tar him to dream up h:ia-
selt; it is presented to him ready'-u.de. The impulse bebind nearly all illu-
s t ration springs from a tat of some son, and that text; to a «reat degree 
governs t:te picture. It would be wise for the illustrator to be conversant 
with literature on all ita level.a. 
Magazine illustration is a fine and distinctive art, aDd it should be 
practised like one. It is also a · very competitive and complex art, but; at 
the same time, it is satia.tyi.Dg and rfJIIU'd.ing• The beginning illustrator 
should not be<. easily discouraged; it is not an easy thing to obtain a toot-
bold in the field of illustration, bat the art directors are almost al~s 
kind to beginners. If a JOUDg artist has pictures that seem to fit into the 
scheme of illustration, plus a reasonable amoum of fortitude, success should 
dwel.op aooner or later. 
Magazine muatration Traj ni ng. The )'OUDg illustration should have a 
good so\Uld background in drawing and painting. Figure drawing should be 
.aphaaised. in and throughout his training and should be studied even when he 
is eatabliahed in bis tield. He should be trained in all the fundamental 
knovledges and skills of reproductive methods and teclmiquea. His training, 
. . 
however, ahould not be solely concerned with tecbnica.l procledures. He should 
~7~ 
be generally well educat~ in all fields, partieularl.1' literature. It would 
be wise tor the art student to collect and ponder oTer all types ot magazines 
and magazine illuatra"tions tm t shaw Tarioua techniques and styles. He should 
also begin to build a library ot reference mterial with books on wery co:n-
cei.Ta.ble subject; rifles, coatuue, ncwere, jewelr;y, etc. All ot this will 
saTe the artiat both time and money in hunting tor this material. 
Rmew .S!£. Questicmnme R..W.ta 
The results ot the questionnaires are SlDIIal'ized. in the tolloldng 
stat•ent.s: 
Table I indicated that the SatUJida7 Evci.Dg Post was the magazine most 
interested in young talent back in the da7s when the selected art.ists were 
. just beg:l nni ng their careers. 
Table ll showed the various aa.gaaines tor 'Which the listed illustrators 
now work. This table also pointed out that the Post is the magazine that 
employs the ~eater nwnber ot the top illustrators (thirteen out ot twenty-
t'AO). 
In Table III, tbe reader saw the individual artist•a preference as to 
. . 
media with his choices marked. Table IV showed tbat SO per cent ot these 
artists stUl select oils as their nulli>er one choice; watercolor was second, 
casein third, and gouache rated fourth. 
. . 
Tabl.e V, like Table III, gave the a rtists• preferences regarc:li.Dg typea 
ot ~uscript.s. It also showed some ot the second, . third, and fourth choices. 
Table VI indicated tbat the nUIIlber one choice ot all the artists concerning 
type ot JDB.Duscript is "historical". lf.A.dventure" is second, "boy" and ~1" 
is third, and a number ot tm types are tied tor fourth, among them are 
. . 
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ReOOJaeDdations !!£.Further Stud,y 
The conclusions and implications of the questionnaire replies, along 
with the writing of the .first twelve chapters of this study present several 
aspects o! the various methods and techniques o! the selected illustrators. 
These aspects se• to be deserving of further stucv-. The following are 
recoDIIlenda.tions that other art students may wish to develop: 
1. An informative tmbook P-7 be produced. to a greater extent than 
is shown in Chapters I through ni. This text would. be tor use in the 
il1ustration courses in the various art schools throughout the couut.ey. 
2. A tmbook may be developed combining material such as that in 
Chapters I tilrough .JII with other material which might. be obtained from 
other illustrators. This book would. be oompared. to the Famous Artists • 
CorrespoDdence Course in Illustration. This course is sponsored and taught. 
by twelve outstanding illustrators throughout. the countr.r; this includes 
such men as Dong Kinglllan, llbert Dorne, Jon WhitCGIIlb and others. 
3. A study IIUCh as this my be mad.e b7 a candidate tor a Master 1 a 
Degree in Art Ed.ucation tald.ng as his specitic subject met.hods and tech-
niques of cont-.pcraey American . painters. lien such as .fohn Wharf, Henry 
Gasser, Fruk Wilcox aa:r reacH ly comprise this group. 
4. Another study such as the one recCIIIIBl8rldeci il'1 it• number 3, ma7 
be made coapriaing ot the methods and techniques ot contemporary modern 
painters. Some or the artists that may be included in this group are 
. . 
Pablo Picaao, Salvador Dali, Kandinsk:i, and others. Various studies aq-
be ll&de along this line using as their .ubject matter the methods and. 
teobniqu.ea ot various groups in tile art world such as contcporaey American 
sculptors, Renaissance painters, the Blue Rider Sobool, American Designers, 
etc. 
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s. A questionnaire or a series or th• mq be developed and sent to 
the art directors of the JROre popular American magazines such as Saturday 
Evening Post, Collier's, wcaan•s Haae Ccapanion, Ladies• Home Journal, etc. 
These questionnaires ma::r be designed to examine the technical skill, _ pain~­
ing quality, and drafterwanahi.p, and the like or the various ill,ustrators in 
their •ploy. 
6. A series or slides could be produced. tram this study as a teaching 
aid in conjunction with the text •ntioned. in it• mBber 1. These slides 
81J.,Y be produced by tbe East.an Kodak Compaq at a charge of tdght cas a 
elide. other more general related areas by future candidates tor ~ Ed.M. 
in Art Edpcation, might include the following: 
a. Reproduction or illustrations in tull color and in 
bla.clc and wbite and color. 
b. Preparation and presmtation or art wrk tor an art 
director or editor or a JB&gazine. 
c. Techniques ot pen and ink illustrations. 
d. Teclmiques or casei_n paint.ing. 
7. A st.udT 11&1' be made of the work and painting aetbocis ot one selected 
artist, illuatr..ator or painter or designer. This stuc~T should include 
Daer'OUS pictorial materials and should. be Tfllr7 intensive in its research. 
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APPENDIX A 
QUESTIONNAIRE 
•! J E S r:; : 0 r~ r A I H E 
A(u:~ess 
--------------------------- ------------------------·--------------------
---------------------------- ·-
CZ:';'>CK CNB OR ~ lORE DI EACH OF' THE FOLWWING: 
1. ...aga.z.:.ne(s) that f'irst published my uork (illustrations) 
Saturday Evening Post 
- Woman 1 s Heme Companion 
Cosmopolitan 
Field end Stream 
Colliers 
Redbook 
.American 
Home Be&Utiful = Argosy 
Lad:' es Home Journal. 
--Esquire 
-Fortune 
True 
Others (please specify) 
2. l!le,gazine( s) for 'toihich I nou illustrate 
. Satu..T'da3 Evening Post 
- 1-l'anan 's Home Companion 
Field and Stream 
Colliers 
Red book 
American 
Home Beautiful = Argosy 
Ladies Home Journal 
Esquire 
Fortune 
True 
Others {please 
specify) 
3 . ~~edia that I pref'er to use (in order of preference 1 please) 
Watercolor 
Oils 
Casein 
Gouache 
Brush and Ink 
Brush snd. Crayon 
- with Ink 
Ink and ~-!ash 
Scra.tchboard = Designers 1 Colors 
Pen and Ink 
- Ink and Lithographic 
- Crayon 
Poster or Tempera 
- Paints 
___ Othors (please specify: 
;-. Type o:f illust.ration I pre:fer to c.l.o (in order of preference again, please) 
Pretty girl 
- Histortca.l 
= Eoy and girl 
Sea 
Children 
.Animal 
=Family 
Scienti.:fic = }Jill ·ca...-y (today ' s) 
Adventure 
::: Others (please specify; 
lny further information that you would cere ·to give will be gratefully accepted ••. 
et•ch fiS :lew techniques you are trying, illustrator-art director relations, magazines or 
b·;o~:.s that have published articles on you end/or your work (please give date of' issue, 
i.t. possible) . 
APPENDIX B 
Mr. Ben Sta hl 
Westport 
Conne cticut 
Dea r J:1r. Sta hl: 
BOSTON UNIVERSITY 
SCHOOL OF EDUCATION 
332 BAY STATE ROAD 
BOSTON 15, MASSACHUSETTS 
£1"J.a rch l, 1955 
I am empl oyed as e. graduate a ssistant in Art :i!:ducation 
r e s ea rch a t Bos ton Univ ersity , School of Educa tion. My 
r esearch deals vvi th the t e chniques a nd me thods of con-
tempora ry American magaz ine illustra tors. 
We , a t the school , f eel that your cooperati on in t aking 
the time t o a nswe r the enclos ed, brie f questionnaire '.vill 
definitely benefit t his · r e s earch a. nd be of conste.nt moti v-
ation to young a s p iring a rtiets. 
The t abula t ion of the r e s ults of the r e turned questionna ire s 
should begin by Mar ch 15, l 955 . I would be mos t grateful if 
y ou could r eturn your com•Jl eted questionna ire by tha t time. 
Tha nk you for your coo 9eration and understanding . 
Donald F . Theodore 
DFT: MD 
Enclosures 2 
